
 
Subj:  Peruvian/Ecuadorian Adventure  
Date:  12/13/2015  

Hi Friends & Family,  

Once again George & I are on a world adventure!!! This particular one has been on the bucket list 
for many years! Finally had time/opportunity to get it done!! We've got a wonderful group of 14 
(including 1 single lady that is not part of our dancing group, but had previously signed up for this 
trip). She's fitting in easily! So that's enough of the boring stuff -lets get straight to the adventure!!  

 

A couple of days before we left, I celebrated my 59th birthday & George bought me some beautiful 
yellow peace roses & a cute card. It was a great preliminary gift!  



 

As usual we had our Annual Holiday Dance on Thursday night at Greenfield Village, an afterparty 
& then an early flight out. 8 of us left Phoenix together & flew to Houston, the on to Lima, Peru!  

 



 

Only about an 8 hour flight to Lima. We thought we were leaving on time, but after pulling away 
from the gate, we sat a while & then the Captain came on & said there were some incorrect dash 
indications, so for safety's sake we had to return to the gate. Our hearts were sinking, but only 
caused an hour delay taking off & they made up time in the air, so we landed about 15 minutes 
late. Actually worked out well because Wanda & Marv that were meeting us from a flight from 
Minnesota landed 10 minutes after us, so we all headed to the hotel together on the bus about 
12:30am!!! Lima's Jorge Chavez Airport was quite nice, even had interesting decorations inside & 
out! It was about a half hours drive to our hotel in the Miraflores District & the hotel staff had our 
rooms ready & handed us the keys as we walked in, so by a few minutes after 1am. We were 
wound up & couldn't get to sleep until after 3am!!  

 



 



 

OAT & our guide were fairly nice to us for our first morning. Breakfast buffet was served from 6am 
-10am and we didn't have anything required until an 11am meeting with the group & our guide, so 
most of us slept in until 8:30am!! Breakfast was quite nice & the view of the little garden & fountain 
from our room was very pleasant to wake too!  

 



 



 

Our first meeting with the whole group & our group leader Percy was a lot of fun. He had us all 
introduce ourselves even though most of us knew each other. And to help things along, they 
served Pisco Sours -a drink made of a local type of Brandy & citrus. It was yummy.  

 



 

Then about noon we headed out for lunch on the beach. Walking out of our hotel was a pleasant 
surprise, they had decorated a tree (magnolia??) outside for Christmas. It was adorable.  

 



 

Leaving for lunch, Percy gave us some political facts about Lima (capital of Peru), such as there 
are 43 districts & each has it's own mayor (talking about political chaos!!!!). Miraflores, where we 
were staying is one of the richest ones & 2000 ft condos with views overlooking the Pacific Ocean 
run approximately 1 million +. The name means Look for Flowers & there are parks everywhere. 
Apparently the higher amount of taxes that are raised due to the income level of the residents is 
put to beautifying the district. It's quite nice. One of the parks has a beautiful statue of lovers that 
dominates the beach. Para sailing is quite popular & there were many overhead. Also surfing in 
the huge waves breaking on this beach is also very popular, but as the water temp is about 63 
degrees, they all must wear wet suits to deal with it. It was foggy -apparently much like our west 
coast of Northern California & Oregon. Was burning off as we finished lunch.  

 



 



 



 



 

Our lunch at Costa Verde was excellent. The view was fun -guys were fishing on the pier. Percy 
told us that all fish served at the restaurant was caught fresh right out front! Didn't encourage me 
to have fish though, We had 3 choices & George & I both ordered the beef which was tender & 
lovely. Strangely enough it was served with french fries & rice!! Found out that's really common 
down here!! Also found out that they have more than 1500 types of corn that they use for 
everything from making Corn Beer (haven't tried it yet) to purple corn pudding!!! and corn nuts for 
snacks! They also had flags from every country & they encouraged you to place a flag on your 
table for your nationality. We had 1 German lady, 2 Canadians, our Peruvian Guide & the rest 
Americans.  

I know it's not much yet, but lots of more exciting things coming -Hope you'll join me!! In the 
meantime, I'm sleepy & AOL is already cutting out my pictures! Next stop is the Lima National 
Museum!!  

Lots of love,  

Pamela &George  



 
Subj:  Peruvian/Ecuadorian Adventure #2  
Date:  12/14/2015  

Good Evening Family & Friends,  

Without further ado, I'll continue!!!  

 

After the lovely lunch, we hopped back on our bus & continued driving through Lima to our first 
major stop -a visit to Lima's National Museum of Archaeology, Anthropology & History of Peru at 
Bolivar Square. This is the museum that all school children are brought to for the History lesson of 
their culture. Most folks that think of Peru & especially Machu Picchu, only think of the Incan 
influence. In reality, Peru has had many many ancient cultures, years before the Inca's.  



 



 

They had very elaborate exhibits to explain some of the really interesting historical examples of 
burial rites. The ancient Peruvians believed that is was possible to come back after death, but that 
you would need to reused your previous bodies, so they would mummify them & place them in 
crypts below the surface in womb like enclosures. They would shape the bodies in fetal position in 
the packages so they would be ready to be reborn. This also seems to prove that they must have 
done surgery on pregnant women to recognize what fetal position is! Very interesting!  

 



 

This Nativity scene is quite interesting also, because they took the standard Western presentation 
of the Nativity Scene & dressed all the participants (including baby Jesus) in Peruvian attire!! 
Including Llama's & Alpaca's!! Love it!  

 

I could go on & on about the museum, but must move on. On the way out, I spotted my first 
Peruvian Hummingbird. He did not cooperate for a nice picture, but there's proof that I saw one!!!  



 

Driving through the streets of Lima was really interesting. A hugely diverse mix of native culture 
(carrying the baby in a woven blanket on the back) & using cell phones, computers, etc!  



 



 

Next stop was Cathedral & Monastery of San Francisco tour. We couldn't take pictures inside the 
monastery. It was quite interesting & included a catacomb that was actually a public cemetery. 
Apparently during an early time in history folks were clamoring to be buried in the church, so the 
Peruvian Government decided to dig chambers underneath & allow the public to bury their dead 
underneath up until 1808. In 1943, the catacombs were rediscovered and consolidated the 
graves, Now there are huge sections with thousands of femurs & skulls. There is also a library that 
has 25,000 antique texts. Unfortunately, they are open to the air & light, so there are in really 
really bad shape. While we were touring the catacombs, we kept hearing a lot of singing, some 
not so religious sounding. When we exited the Monastery & went into the Lima Cathedral, there 
was a Mariachi band singing from the back of the church. We didn't ask any questions!!  

 



 

We took the short 1 block walk to the World Heritage site of Plaza Mayor, the historic center of 
Lima.  



 

Although undoubtedly not the most important historic significance of this square, the first thing that 
caught our attention was the adorable elves that they had climbing on all the palm trees! They 
were all different & all just too cute.  

 
The Original fountain was built in 1578, but was replaced with this one in 1651!!! Almost 

unbelievable!!!!  



 

The Square is just beautiful -surrounded by 4 Palaces & the Lima Cathedral. But probably what 
we will remember the most is that our guide led us across the street where there were guys 
standing on the sidewalk ready to exchange American money for Peruvian Sol. Felt really strange, 
but this is legalized by the government & so there we all stood changing money with an individual 
on the sidewalk!!!!! We felt like they would open up their jackets after the exchange & ask if we'd 
like to buy a watch!!!  

 
Another of the elves! They were irresistible!!  



 

Another interesting aspect was that one of the Government buildings had a life size Nativity Scene 
on the balcony. Our guide pointed out that that showed how closely aligned with the Catholic 
church the Government was -no separation of Church & State for them!  

 

As we were leaving the square, Pauline, Tom Anderson's daughter, asked Percy if he thought the 
police in all their riot gear would let her get a picture with them. He asked & they seemed honored! 
Posed & seemed to really enjoy it! Now that's a really different aspect of riot control, huh????  



 

Our final view of the square was these 5 Mechanical Singing Santa's! You could pay to have 
your picture taken with them! Too funny!! We did not partake in this. The Riot Police were more 
fun!!  

I didn't get any pictures because it was getting dark, but our drive back to the hotel was an real 
adventure. Expected to take about a half hour, we arrived back at the hotel in about 1 hour 15 
minutes. We have actually been in worse traffic jams before (Moscow & Bejiing), but the crazy 
driving that we witnessed was hopefully once in a life time!!!! Several intersections had traffic cops 
& we couldn't quite tell what they were doing! We sat at one intersection for about 10 light cycles 
while cars crisscrossed lanes & jumped curbs & buzzed past the cops. It was the wildest display 
of driving we have ever witnessed!!! Made us very very happy that we were in a bus & not 
responsible. Amazingly enough we never witnessed an accident.  

We made it back to our hotel & walked a couple of blocks (felt like we were playing a video game 
crossing the streets!!!) to a huge local grocery store & bought wine, bread & cheese for dinner! 
Had a picnic in our room with Marv & Wanda.  

So ended our first full day in Lima, Peru!!! First & last I should say. The next morning we flew to 
Cusco!!! Here's a few ticklers of the flight there!!!!  



 



 

Yep, right through the Andes! We were seeing the east side. The guys on the other side of the 

plane had views of even higher mountains with lots of snow! Hopefully I'll get that view next time 

when we fly back through Lima to get to Quito, Ecuador. Enough for now! Lots of love,  

Pamela &George  



 
Subj:  Peru/Ecuadorian Adventure #3  
Date:  12/15/2015  

Hi Guys!!!  

No time for fooling around. This vacation is soooooo action packed I am having a real hard time 
keeping up!  

 

I mentioned in the last travelogue that we flew from Lima to Cusco, but before I get back to that, I 
have to mention this one thing. Percy has explained to us that pure begging is very frowned upon 
in Peru, but with the financial problems here, folks have had to be very inventive in trying to come 
up with extra money. You frequently see folks wandering in the traffic selling things, water, 
different odds & ins, fruit, etc. Just all sorts of stuff. But on the way to the airport, we were all pretty 
tickled to see you men doing acrobatics when the cars were stopped at a light! Most were working 
in pairs. This guy was doing hand stands & he & his partner were jumping & rolling over each 
other!! What a way to choose to make a little extra money! Percy would frequently give the bus 
driver money to hand out the window to these hard working entrepreneurs!!!  



 

And like I said yesterday, the flight through the Andes south to Cusco was awesome. The 
mountains are beautiful. Although El Nino has delayed this year's rains, everything was very green 
& lush looking from the air.  

 

Landing at Cusco was quite an experience. Seemed sort of like what was called a "one way" 
landing in Alaska. We made a really tight turn through a tight mountain pass & quickly lost altitude 
for a short runway landing. But we made it without incident & I didn't have to change my pants! 
Ha!!  



 

Percy, our Overseas Adventure Tour Guide lives in Cusco with his 2 year old daughter & wife of 5 
years. They came to the airport to see him on the drive through & he brought them in to meet us. 
He had told us a funny story about them, they went to school together & grew up quite near each 
other but had never met. When he was in St Louis, MO working for Marriott Hotels (they have a 
good exchange training program), he met his wife as she was working there too! In Peru, you 
MUST live together for 2 years before you are allowed to marry & divorce is pretty much 
nonexistant & is totally frowned upon. If you decide before the 2 year period is up that you don't 
want to get married, you are free to split up -UNLESS you have produced a baby -then you get 
married regardless. Quite interesting!  

 



 

We had a couple hour drive to our next stop of Sacred Valley. We were to eat box lunches in the 
bus, but the weather was soooooo fine & the views so spectacular, we stopped to eat our lunch in 
a field & enjoy the scenery! Really cool!  

 



 

After eating, Percy drew a Incan Symbol in the dirt & explained the religious significance -belief in 
3 layers of the world (I think the symbols were Eagle, Puma, & Snake -but don't quote me!!) and 
Mother Earth & Father Sun. Then he brought out the coca leaves for us to chew (helps with the 
altitude). That was all really interesting & fun!!  

 



 

Then on to a Coop that was formed to maintain the historical knowledge of weaving. There are 16 
families from a 3 or 4 hour surrounding community area that take turn working in the coop. They 
explained all the processes to tourists, sell products, & train the children in the skills required. (and 
served us a snack of boiled potatoe with Chimi churra sauce. Yum!  



 

They showed us how they made their beautiful hats & how the hats were different between 
married women & single women (sorry can't remember!!!!!) & showed us their beautiful 
underskirts. All the patterns used have meanings -some from the Incans & some from the many 
previous ancestral groups. By the way, the lady second from the left that is still sitting is 
"Grandma," who came walking in a little late 7 spent the entire 45 minute presentation weaving. 
She's 90!!!  



 
Then came the really fun part! 6 of us got to dress up in the full attire & model it for us.  

 
A couple of us got to try our hand at spinning! I was a dismal failure!!!  



 



 

Then 3 guys got to try their hand at dyeing the yarn. George managed with out getting a single 
drop on him!!! The red dye was made from a parasite that lives in the cactus!!!  



 

Most fun was using the rack to weave!!! Lee & I got to toss the ball of yarn back & forth & wrap it 
around the with a cross to make a pattern. We did that pretty well!  



 

Then they showed us how they use this pulley system to make complicated patterns. They were 
just amazing. Then we had a little time to shop! They have 3 qualities of wool that they sold: 
Sheep's wool, Adult Llama, & Baby Llama. It was very easy to feel the difference & the price went 
up accordingly. I didn't buy anything, but George bought a small woven zippered bag for his 
electronics.  



 

We left the shop to walk around the little village. Percy pointed out these roof ornaments. They are 
on all the roofs in some form or fashion. The cross is a religious symbol of course & the bulls on 
either side are to bring good luck & health.  

 



 

We were lucky enough to come upon a really special occasion. Once a year, the political heads of 
all the nearby communities come together to eat together & elect the next leaders. At the time we 
walked up, they were eating. Women are kept separate from the men (Peru is still quite a macho 
society -women are just now getting permission to drive and/or hold important jobs outside the 
home) and they were all in their ceremonial dress. It was pretty impressive.  

 



 

I'm trying to get a little shorter in the explanations to finish this day up. We stopped for another 
scenic view as we traveled to our hotel. It is truly a beautiful country. There was a little shop 
selling knick knacks of course & a little boy selling pictures of himself with his little burro.  



 



 

Another short stop -this time Percy saw a farmer out plowing his field. Stop the bus, he says and 
runs over to ask if we can try our hand at plowing to see how really hard it is! George was first up, 
then Tony tried it (no fair -he had plowed growing up!) and then Wanda showed the men how it 
was supposed to be done!  



 

I'm going to have to stop here. We had continuous fabulous views on the remainder of the bus 
ride & I snapped lots of pictures. I'll include some of them & pictures of our lovely hotel in the next 
travelogue!  

Thanks for staying with me & hope you enjoy it! What a beautiful country this is & such lovely 
friendly people!! Wish you were really here & hope everyone at home is happy & healthy!!!  

Sending lots of love until next time!!  

Pamela &George  



 
Subj:  Peruvian/Ecuqdorian Adventure #4 
Date:  12/16/2015  

Hi Everybody,  

Hope all is doing well & that you are already making your plans to visit!!!  

Lets get to it!!  

 

We stopped at an overlook for our first glimpse of the beautiful Sacred Valley. The valley is very 
fertile due to it's climate that is protected by the Andes on all sides. The Urubamba River formed 
the valley & runs through it still.  



 



 



 



 



 



 

A short drive brought us to the Villa Urubamba Hotel where we got to spend two nights. A very 
narrow dirt path led the bus to a locked gate which had a automatic opener. The gates swung 
open as we entered to a large circular parking area. Then porters came out & carried our luggage 
to our rooms. We walked through a huge garden area where we all enjoyed walking & viewing the 
live trout pond, & all the birds among the flowers. Not to mention the gorgeous views of the Andes 
all around us!!  



 

After dinner at the hotel, most of us had an early night -10:30pm for us! That's really early!!! But 
we were all pretty tired. And yes, that's a picture of my dinner. 2nd meal where I've had french 
fries & rice!!!! Talk about starch & carb city! Geez! Very tasty, but I'm going to get back to the US 
at least 5 lbs heavier! Disgusting! But I ate it all & the chicken with sauted vegetables & chili sauce 
additive was delicious!  

 

The next morning we were on the road by 7:30am! Ick! But had a busy day ahead. First though, 
we were looking for hummingbirds. We didn't get over for breakfast until 6:50am, so found out that 
we had missed seeing the Green Tailed Trainbearer!! A beautiful hummer with a tiny body & long 
black tail!! No one managed a good picture -I got this one from Wikipedia. I did see it that evening, 
but again, no pictures!  



 

Views as we drove through the valley reminded me of New Mexico. Lots of cactus & rocky granite 
cliffs.  



 

 



Made one short stop to photo the highest lodge in the world!!!! There are 3 little glass cabins 
hooked to the cliff side. Each sleeps 8 people. You have to use crampons & rope to ascend & 
then rapel down. That evening when we got back to the hotel, we talked to another Villa guest 
who had climbed the cliff, but didn't get to stay in the cabins. He said he had talked to folks who 
had & they had gotten to see last nights Meteor shower from the cabins!!!! Sounds really amazing, 
but not for ME!!!!  

 



 

We soon arrived at our morning destination -the Ollantaytambo Ruins. This was to be a taste & 
physical check for our Machu Picchu visit tomorrow! It was really hot out, most of us hadn't really 
expected that, but with an almost equatorial sun & no shade to speak of, most of us got a bit 
burned. But it was a great place to start our Incan history lesson -which I must admit, I have 
forgotten much of already! But I'm extremely impressed that the construction was so good that 
600 years later so much is still intact! We also got to see our first Llamas (placed here by the 
government for tourists!!). Percy explained that Llamas are much larger with long noses & long 
banana ears & flat backs. Llamas usually keep their tails tucked between their legs. I think Percy 
was rather annoyed that during his in depth historical explanation, we all kept running over to get 
pictures of the Llamas!!  



 



 

Our goal was to make it up to the Temple of the Sun. The top center of the above picture. Looking 
up it seemed impossible, but all of us made it except Pat who decided to save her knees for 
tomorrow's excursion. Probably a wise decision!  



 

The view from there was spectacular. And Percy kept reminding us that this was just a small taste 
of tomorrow's trip to Machu Picchu!!!  



 



 



 

The rest of the day was spent exploring the lives of the locals. First a stop at a local corn beer 
brewery. The Peruvians use this as a local daily meeting place. A couple owns it & the lady makes 
the beer every day. She makes a plain & a fruit one (the fruit one is probably for the tourists!!). It 
has no preservatives, so will only last a day or two. After a hard days work in the fields, the locals 
come to relax a little & unwind before heading home for dinner. She gave us a taste of the beer 
(ICK!!!!!) and then we got to play one of their drinking/relaxing games. Basically tossing a coin 
onto a specially made table. The slots are above drawers that are marked inside with the points 
they receive. It's called a Frog game because in the center is a Golden Frog with his mouth open. 
If you can make it in his mouth, it's the highest points. We broke into 4 groups (the woman played 
too) & played a set & winners against losers. We were with Tom & Lee. Our team won!!!! Lee & I 
were the top scorers! Not bragging of course!!  



 



 

This family also raised guinea pigs (as do almost all families) & they let us take a look at them. 
And the chart showing how Guinea pig meat stacks up against Chicken, Pork, & Beef -because 
yes, they raise them to eat!!!!! That was to warn us that we were going to be served Guinea Pig 
when we ate lunch with a local family!!  

But that next bit will have to wait because AOL is cutting me off from adding more pictures to 
this one & I'm sooooo sleepy I am nodding off while I write!  

I don't know that we've ever been on a more action packed trip. We are running full steam 
ahead! And I am getting further & further behind on sharing!  

Oh well, hope you are enjoying it! We're having a blast & wish you were here!!!  

Lots of love,  

Pamela &George  



 
Subj:  Peruvian/Ecuadorian Adventure #5 (Sacred Valley)  
Date:  12/17/2015  

Good Afternoon Everyone!!  

Now, lets get to it before I get even further behind!! The adventure got more exciting as the days 
progressed & I want to finish up with Peru before we get to Ecuador!!  

 
I left off with our fun visit to the Local Beer Hang Out. I got one poor shot of the red flag that is 
always outside of the establishment to identify it!  



 

After a short drive, we got out of the bus & took a little walk down some narrow streets. Couldn't 
resist the chicken bottoms peeking out from under their covers on the way to the market!! Percy 
pointed out the balls of stuff on the electrical wires above us. It's the air plants that we sometimes 
see sold in Department Stores or Florist shops? Considered a real nuisance here, the balls 
sometimes get so big that they drag down or break the wires!!!  



 

Our next stop was great fun! Percy handed our these little slips of paper to each of us. They had 
Donde Hay? Necesito: in red on the top -means where is and I need. Then 2 items were listed. 
Mine were 1/2 kilo de granadillas and un mayt'u de huacatay. George's were 1 palta & 1 bolsita de 
pasas. All 14 were given these slips. Our assignment (and we all chose to accept it) was to ask 
one of the folks in the market where we could find these items (couldn't show the slips of paper to 
them, had to try & pronouce them) and then buy them. The first one back to Percy with his items 
would win!!!! Most of the shop keepers were happy to play along & would point them out.  



 



 



 

After running from booth to booth, I finally bought my passion fruit & Peruvian Black Mint (used to 
spice the Guinea Pig). I raced to Percy with my treasure & was beat out by a nose by Camilla! 
Only we were 8th & 9th!! George was already there with his avacado & raisens. Bob & Joanne 
had gotten Chicken guts! Great way to have us wander the markets & interact with the locals!! 
Percy  

explained that most women came to the markets every morning, not only to buy the days 



necessities, but to socialize.  

 

Take a look at all the types of potatoes!! Percy said the best ones are grown above 12,000' in the 
Andes. Some are best for boiling, some frying, some in soups. Some look like little clumps of 
grapes and the meat is purple.  

 



 



 



 

Next was a 15/20 minute ride in the local motorcycle taxi cabs that they buy from Brazil. Glad we 
weren't having to navigate. We were up & down regular streets & in between vehicles (have I 
mentioned that they drive like manics around here???? Not sure there are any traffic laws that 
must be obeyed. Doesn't seem to be any lanes or passing rules. They do stop at traffic lights.  

 



 

The little taxi cabs dropped us off at our Home to have a lunch with a local family that we helped 
to prepare. She actually had everything made except for the Vegetable Rellenos. She had the 
peppers cooked & the stuffing made. Marilynn got to help mix the breading, then we all took turns 
stuffing peppers, slathering on the breading & dropping them into her hot skillet. They have 
electricity, but they prefer cooking on their wood stove using eucalyptus wood for flavoring. On the 
side, somehow Eucalyptus trees were introduced into Peru & the farmers love them. Although the 
kill off other trees, they grow fast, require little care & the wood can easily be used for both 
building & for fuel. They are everywhere. No Koala's though.  

 



 

I got to serve the Guinea Pig. It is a somewhat special dish, but they do have it a couple times a 
week. I stayed in the kitchen to see how she served it. She cut it into small pieces using kitchen 
shears. The prized part is the head which she gave one to Percy & saved one back for the family. 
We all tried it, not much meat on the bones, it's a bit like dark meat chicken???? Wouldn't go out 
of my way to try it again, but certainly not horrible.  

 

The youngest in the family cleaned up. She is actually in the process of being adopted. Her father 
died & the mother (with 7 children total) showed up in the neighbor hood & was having trouble 
taking care of them. This family took her in & several others in the neighbor hood took the other 
children. Apparently there are orphan homes in the country, but most of the natives do not like 
them & try to place children on their own.  



 

OAT has sponsored this family for 8 years. They invite an OAT group into the family a couple of 
times a month. There are 2 older children that OAT helped to put through college with their 
foundation -they are both professionals now & working away from home. The oldest daughter 
finished her degree in Accounting & is working. The 2 boys are the woman's sister's boys and she 
is now raising them due to medical problems in the sister's home. OAT has agreed to keep 
sponsoring them until the youngest is through school. They helped to build the house after a huge 
flood destroyed their home in 2010.  



 



 



 

Next stop was a local cathedral. Percy's father delivered the Palm Trees to this church many 
years ago. He mostly brought us there to explain how the Spanish had tried to force the Incans to 
become Catholic & many of them did, but on their own terms. They use different colored candles 
to ask for specific help, such as yellow for health, green for money, red for love, pink for family 
problems, white for peace. He said most Peruvians believed in the "just in case" scenario and 
would pray to whatever deity was most prominent at the time.  

 



 

Just down the street was a cemetery, with both ground burials & mauseleums. Like we've heard of 
in other countries, the government charges an annual fee for the rental of the spaces. You can 
place multiple mauseleums above, but no more that 5 levels. If you go more than 3 years without 
someone making payment, the government comes in & disposes of the remains & rents it to 
someone else. They frequently come as a family to the grave site of a relative & will stay all day, 
bringing a picnic lunch, alcohol, & make it a social occasion. We actually saw that driving in Lima 
one day & wondered what they were doing!  

 



 

We made our way back to the lovely hotel & had a short resting before dancing for an hour! YES!! 
We got to Round Dance! There was a Octagonal building on the Hotel property with a wood floor. 
They let us use it & we had brought a Bose speaker to hook up to the computer! So how many 
folks can say that they have danced in Peru at 9000' in a Octagonal room???? We danced for an 
hour & covered almost every rhythm!! Great Great FUN!!!  

 



 



 

Our full day of sightseeing in the Sacred Valley finished up with dinner at "The Chicken Place." 
Run by My Oscar, he & his wife just serve roasted chicken. His wife is an artist & he is a collector 
of Incan Art. After the meal (excellent!!!), he invited us to tour his home & see some of his 
collection. He has both many many Incan pieces & Pre Incan pieces. It was amazing. Percy says 
there are soooo many pieces around from all the excavations over the years that the museums 
are full & the government allows private owners to "buy" them & store them in their homes, as 
long as they agree that the government can have them back at any time. They can leave them to 
their children with the same rules, but the items are registered & cannot be sold.  

SOOOOO, finally finished up our 4th day in Peru! Totally amazing what we have already done & 
we still need to show you Machu Picchu!!!!  

Hang on for more to come! It's just going to get better & better!!!  

Lots of love & wishes for good health to all (I used a yellow candle!!),  

Pamela &George  



 
Subj:  Peru/Ecuador Adventure #6 (Train to Machu Picchu)  
Date:  12/18/2015  
Hi Guys,   
Now on to what is considered to be one of the 2 main highlights of the trip -our visit to Machu 
Picchu. However, we had a couple of stops to get there! Let's get to it!!  

 

An early morning start, but we still missed the worm -so to speak! We got to breakfast about 
7:30am and the entire group had seen the Giant Hummingbird -but we missed it! No one got a still 
picture, but Pauline got a couple of short videos. I haven't seen them yet. I googled to get this 
picture to share. He's almost the size of a cardinal! Can you imagine????? Sure wish we'd seen 
him. Oh well. Next time!  



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

After just a short drive in Urubamba, we stopped at Pablo Seminario's Ceramic Studio. It was a 
delightful place, not only did we get instruction on how they make ceramics, but the place takes up 
most of a block & has beautiful gardens & lots of animals. Pablo's son is a vet & they have parrots, 
alpacas, geese, turtles, not to mention dogs & cats. The flowers are magnificent! But as to his 
pottery, he is responsible for the shapes & his wife does most of the painting. Together they make 
unbelievable pieces, many are in museums all over Peru & they even have a piece in the Chicago 
Field Museum. He is most well known for his flying angels that he started making during the awful 
period of terrorism in his country. He donates lots of time & money to helping train young adults in 
the community also. He has developed a technigue of polishing the ceramics with specially made 
stones to make a smooth polished appearance.  

 



 



 

We were lucky enough that he was at home & invited us inside his personal studio & chatted 
about the things he makes & how he is inspired. The large pieces are his most current, weighing 
about 70 lbs. He has them on stands that rotate & the way he paints with colored clays makes the 
pieces iridescent. They seem to change colors as he turns them. Truly amazing talent.  

 



 

We had a bit of time to shop (surprise surprise!), but then I walked back out to the entrance to talk 
to the parrots. We had heard them say "Hola", so I wanted to see if they would talk any more. To 
my amazement, the green one started mimicking me, especially my laugh and before we knew it, 
we were both just laughing out loud! It was wonderful fun.  



 

Now seems a good time to mention something that we have all found rather odd & hard to get 
used to. Percy told us during the first orientation meeting that in both Peru & Ecuador, toilet paper 
is not to be disposed of in the toilet!!! We have to place it in the trash beside the toilet. Causes us 
all enormous grief!!! George says that since we'll probably get used to it by the time we get back to 
the states, he's going to remove the trash can from the bathroom!!! Don't want that habit back 
home!!! (warning to Tom & Rita for Florida! Ha Ha!!).  

 



 

Soon it was time to move on. Our bus pulled to the edge of the road to let us get pictures of the 
"salt mines." Apparently the Incans discovered that due to an ancient ocean drying up in this pass 
of the mountains, the soil is very salty. They dug small pools & the water dries & leaves salt 
deposits that can be collected during the dry season (this is the wet season). During the wet 
season, there are too many rains (not this year because of El Nino) & the salt is mixed with dirt.  

 



 



 



 

We were supposed to drive into the tiny village of Ollantaytambo (where we visited the ruins 
yesterday) to walk around a bit before boarding the train, but there is always the need to be 
flexible! The main road into Ollantaytambo was closed. So we parked the bus & crossed this 
rickety bridge to wander in a little community before driving on to the train. Very intersting as we 
got to see the locals pigs & chickens enjoying their morning!  



 

Finally we are ready to board the famous train through the beautiful Urubamba Gorge to Machu 
Picchu! We were all carrying our overnight bags & our day packs. Our big luggage was sent on 
ahead to our hotel in Cusco.  

 



 



 

The train ride was wonderful fun! My pictures aren't very good, so didn't include many. Very small 
windows & we were on the mountain side, so just not worth much. But.....Percy gave us box 
lunches & then the train staff came around & gave us free specialty drinks. Someone suggested 
(Bob Wilson maybe???? Thank you Bob!) that Percy should doctor them a little with the Ginger 
Spice Rum that the Camilla & the Anderson's had purchased in the Amazon! Made the ride just 
that little bit more special!  



 
A toast to Machu Picchu!!! And then we were there!  

 



 



 

Porters took our overnight luggage on to the local hotel & we took a short walk through a market & 
the town streets to get to the bus to take us up the mountain. The only way to get to Machu Picchu 
is by train to Aguas Calientes (or Machu Picchu Pueblo) and then the half hour bus up the steep 
switch backs. OR WALK! The 28 mile famous Incan trail is 28 miles and started in Ollantambo! 
We saw it along the river along the train tracks, but I couldn't get pictures this time. On the way 
down I think I got some! I took a few pictures from the bus on the way up, but the bus windows 
were rather dirty, but you could certainly feel the excitement building! We were almost there!!!!!! 
We were arriving late in the afternoon (about 2pm) so many of the tourists would already be gone.  

I'll finish this one here & continue in the next with our actual arrival at Machu Picchu!  

Hope you are enjoying the chronicles & that I'm not being too long winded! This is soooooooo 
much fun! Wish you were here!  

Lots of love & until next time!  

Pamela &George  



 
Subj:  Peru/Ecuador Adventure #7 -Machu Picchu  
Date:  12/19/2015  

Good Evening Guys,  

Made it to the magical adventure at Machu Picchu. Have no desire to chit chat -I want to share 
this awesome adventure as soon as possible!!!!  

 



 



 

Machu Picchu is a National Park now, so there was a standard entry with styles & we even had to 
show our passports. OAT of course had paid our entry fee, so it was easy to get through. There 
was a fairly long sidewalk with not much view & we were all snapping pictures of the signs on the 
walls. We could see where the bus crossed the bridge to start up down far below.  

 



 
And then THERE IT IS!!!! The famous ruins of Machu Picchu.  

 



 



 

Our guide sat us down while we snapped pictures wildly all around us. He tried very hard to give 
us a complete picture of the Incan Society that must have built this city, but most of us had a hard 
time totally concentrating. Some of the salient points that I do remember is that it was probably 
built in a span of 60 years before the arrival of the Spanish. It was never completely finished & 
was already abandoned before the Spanish arrived. The stones used to build this city are from 
miles away. And the Inca did not have the wheel. They would have used tree trunks & ramps to 
move the stones. Some would have weighed tons.  

 



 



 



 

Of course there are Llamas around everywhere! Provided by the government! And other critters 
that we kept being distracted by throughout our history lesson! Much to Percy's dismay!  

 

This particular room was built in much more detail, with smooth steps that seemed to be designed 
with the standard 3 steps (Condor, Puma, & Snake). Presumed to be a special religious area.  



 

It stayed mostly overcast for the day -not so good for viewing the tops of the mountains, but sure 
helped with keeping down the heat & protecting us from the fierce sun. Most of us had gotten at 
least a little sunburned from the intense almost equatorial sun rays these past few days. It drizzled 
a little which blessed us with this rainbow stretching across the valley.  



 

We couldn't keep from snapping pictures over & over. The place just feels magical. Easy to 
recognize that we were over 10,000' in altitude. They had been building us up slowly with our 2 
days touring of the Sacred Valley with is only 9000'.  

 

Another shot of the viscacha, a rabbit/chinchilla like creature that we were seeing all over. Our 
local Machu Picchu guide, Saul (pronounced Saw -UUL) said that at sunset, Red Fox came out to 
hunt them.  



 
So note the shape of the pointy mountain.  

 
This is the Rufus Collared Sparrow. Quite common, but he has a beautiful song & was really cute.  
Just a beautiful shot that I couldn't resist sharing!  



 

 



 



 



 

There are lots of different stone cutting examples here. The smoother & more symmetrical they 
are, the more important is the building. Temples have the most beautiful smooth stones with no 
use of mortar, they are perfectly fit together. The only tools they had for smoothing the rocks were 
different size stones, usually made of hematite. The sides of the rocks were struck over & over to 
smooth them & fit them together.  

 

And found a Green & White Hummingbird. He's fairly common, but I was still excited! I found 



several throughout the park. I spoke to Saul about them & he told me that there are 18 types in 
the National Park. He had a book & showed me lots of them, but I only saw the Green & White 
while we were there.  

 
This was one of the more important buildings, called the 5 window room, but 2 of the windows had 
the hole filled in. You can see how the symmetry of the rocks hold the wall together. Keep in mind 
that this is over 600 years old and in a earthquake zone! The Incans had discovered that if they 
keep things trapezoidal instead of square, they were earthquake proof!  

 

We did see some workmen around the site. They are only allowed by UNESCO to maintain what's 
there, they are not allowed to build anything.  



 

 

Just some more nice shots with workers (& Bob!) with the beautiful mountains in the background 
and the Llamas around the courtyard.  



 

This is a view of the back side of the site. It was a very steep vertical drop. There is a train that 
comes to that side to bring workers to the hydroelectric plant, but the only access is to hike all 
around the bottom of the mountain to where we took the bus up.  



 

A great view of some of the terraces that were everywhere. Used to prevent erosion & for flower 
gardens. No evidence that they grew crops here.  

 

 

Most of the tourist started leaving before 4pm & before long it felt like we were the only ones 
there. Really a wonderful experience. And we were getting the beautiful evening sunset light on 
the mountains.  



 

I managed to get another picture of the little Green & White Hummer.  

 



 

Looking out over the site, you can see that several of the structures (including the one on the far 
right) have been shaped at the top to mimic the mountain tops. That was the only thing the clouds 
kept us from seeing, was the exact comparison of some of the peaks. Hadn't mentioned that the 
Temple was arranged such that light come through the East & West sides to indicate Summer & 
Winter Solstice. Really amazing. They were excellent astronomers.  



 

The building structure on the peak of the western mountain can be reached by a long hike that 
you have to sign up for months in advance. They only allow a few hundred a day to climb it. The 
park was supposed to close at 5pm & we were the last ones out! The security guards were 
following us out the gate!!!  



 
The Viscacha were all coming out. Didn't seem afraid of us at all.  

 
Last thing we stopped to see was this rock shaped in a condor's head. It is believed to be a tomb.  



 

One last view for this afternoon of this amazing place. Tomorrow we get to come back early early 
& do the hike to the Sun Gate!!!! Amazing!  

 
Our last stop before leaving the park was for Percy to stamp our passports with Machu Picchu! 
Really really cool!  



 



 



 

Our group of 15 was the only ones on the bus going down! Pretty neat. We all made it! No altitude 
sickness & we all made the entire tour of the park! Yippee!!!!!! When we got back to Aguas 
Caliente, we walked to a local restaurant for an awesome dinner. And then to our hotel for our 
overnight stay. Couldn't resist sharing these cute pictures of local dogs all dress up!! And tried to 
get pictures of the Peruvian Hairless Dog, but didn't come out well, so downloaded one. What's 
funny to me is that many of the Peruvians don't have much facial or body hair. Percy said he can't 
grow a beard & that was something that made them think that the Spaniards were gods because 
they had hair on their faces. So their National Dog has no hair either!!!  



 

I'll end this epilogue with a comment about the statute. Pachacuti was the 9th ruler of the kingdom 
of Cusco & transformed it into the Incan Empire. Some believe that Machu Picchu was actually his 
estate. He is responsible for many of the Incan ruins that are still around today. And this statute 
also has the 3 levels of the world -the Condor, the Puma, & the Snake. It's right by the bus station 
& seems to represent the town.  

Stay tuned for the tale of our climb to the Sun Gate!!!!!  

May you all be healthy & happy!  

Lots of love,  

Pamela &George  



 
Subj:  Peru-Ecuador Adventure #8 -Sun Gate Hike, Machu Picchu  
Date:  12/20/2015  

Good Evening all my dear Family & Friends,  

Hope you are all well & enjoying life! We sure are! This was a most exciting day! Don't want to 
waste any time chit chatting! Let's go!!  

 



 



 

As I mentioned in the last travelogue, we spent the night in Aguas Calientes (or Machu Picchu 
Pueblo as it's also called), where the bus station is. So for our morning hike we had to meet 
downstairs at 6:30am!!!!!!! You can imagine how thrilled we all were with that! But we all were 
really anticipating the Hike to Sun Gate, so we gladly got up a bit before 5am so that we could eat 
& pack to head out. It was a rather complicated logistical day for our guide. We had our day packs 
with us & left our overnight bags in the room for the porters to grab & bring to the train station for 
later this afternoon. Threw in a couple of shots, both from our hotel balcony over the Urubamba 
River, the room itself (not much to speak of) & this enormous insect that fluttered to the floor of the 
balcony when I opened it! Wish I had put my finger down there to give you an idea of size. This 
fellow was almost 4" long!!! Glad we had closed the windows before we went to sleep!!!  

 

We walked to the bus station & took the bus up to Machu Picchu once again. It had rained pretty 
hard overnight, but had stopped about 6am. There was lots of misty clouds outlining the 
mountains. It looked gorgeous. Cool, but not cold -maybe mid 60's?  



 

We hadn't noticed it yesterday, but today as we got off the bus, we noticed the Famous Machu 
Picchu Sanctuary Hotel that is on site. Tom & Marge Brown stayed there when they visited years 
ago. We looked at it when we were originally thinking about coming on our own, but it's $400+ a 
night to stay there!!! Decided that was a bit to spendy for our blood! They have an agreement with 
the other train that comes up to Aguas Calientes, the Hiram Bingham. It's a really fancy first class 
train.  

 

Yesterday during our original orientation, Percy had pointed out the Saddle in the mountain which 
is the Sun Gate. It's that indentation just to the right of the pointed thatch roof. It is believed to be 
not only a Guard gate into the valley, but the saddle itself is one of the places where the Sun 
comes through to the Temple to signify the Winter Solstice.  



 

This is the first bifurcation that will take us away from the main site to the Inca Trail that leads to 
the Sun Gate. It begins with some fairly steep stone steps. Remember that Machu Picchu site is at 
about 8000'. The hike is 4 miles round trip with an elevation gain of about 1000'. 10 of us 
(Anderson's, Hurd's, Tom Feluk (Lee started & decided to stop at the Guard Shack), Sovala's, 
Camilla, & Pauline) & the 2 guides are doing it. The guides had both done it hundreds of times, 
but since the others had elected to stay behind, they just both came with us for the fun of it.  



 



 

Stopped for a photo shoot before we got on the official Inca trail. Got photos of us, Percy & of 
Camilla, the single lady that joined us -she was not a part of our Dancing GyPsy group, but she's 
been fitting right in. I'm sure you've all heard of it? 28 miles over rough terrain from Ollantaytamba. 
The real Inca trail comes all the way from Cusco, but few do it any more, it's not maintained 
completely. We will be on the last 2 miles of the trail from Cusco.  



 

So there it is -the end of the official Inca Trail. Remember this is the actual trail that is 600 years 
old!!!!! Isn't that awesome? Just think, 600 years ago, the Incan were actually walking on these 
same rocks!!! And they built it. Just gives me chills to think of it!  



 
Much of the trail was actually a terrace. The grasses were all just glistening from the heavy mist.  



 



 

This rock was probably a temple at some point. There was a group meditating there. It did have a 
very mystical feel to it. The mist really helped too!  

 



 

Sometimes it was just solid cloud beside & below us. Sometimes a mountain peak would appear. 
We took it nice & easy going up. Although a clear view would have been wonderful, we were all 
very happy that the mist kept the temperature down for the hiking up hill!!  

 



 



 

The cliff sides were a botanical garden. With the Sticky Monkey plant, the lichen, & all the 
thousands of other things growing, it was a constantly changing scenery.  



 
Way before we expected to be there, the Gate rose up our of the mist!!!  

 
Unfortunately, the mist was soooooo heavy -there was no view down below at all. Like looking at a 
solid white blanket.  



 



 



 

But there were lots of things to explore up top & Saul kept following us all around to take our 
picture! 



 

And looky at this! I found a humming bird!! I watched him for probably 15 minutes. A Green & 
White, he was originally eating insects and then he was taking the nectar from these purple 
flowers. He had a really cute chirping that I ended up being able to recognize & spotted several 
more on the way down from the sound, but couldn't capture any more pictures.  

 

And never satisfied, we're always looking to get even higher!! That's George up there waving at 
me! I climbed up there too & realized that the Asian couple chatting with George had on raincoats 
like mine! They were from Minnesota & had bought them at Costco also!!! Too funny!  



 

And our friend, the Rufus collared Sparrow came to visit too. Saul said that lots of folks feed them 
crumbs, so they are always nearby!  



 
Of course we had to get a group picture!!!  



 

Suddenly there was yelling from the Rangers that were stationed there & they went scrambling up 
the rocks. Seems that they saw a Speckled Bear!!!!! Our guides saw the movement running, but 
none of us saw it. Still felt like we were honored that he was that close to us!!! Included a picture 
of him. He's considered under threat. Not quite on the Endangered list yet.  

 



 

Then in a totally magical moment ("wow" moment as Percy described it), we turned from all the 
excitement of looking for the bear & the mists had blown away. There was the Machu Picchu site 
down below. It was heart stopping!!!!  



 
It soon closed right back in, so we decided it was time to head down!!  



 



 



 



 



 

On the way back down, we were treated to lots of magical mystical views as the morning mists 
dissolved. It was definitely an experience that will not be forgotten.  

 



 



 

We took the trail that leads up above the Guard House for some spectacular photos!! Still makes 
me shudder to look at them. How fabulous is this????  

 
We didn't get to see a Condor, but we did see this Falcon soaring above us. Wouldn't you love to 
be him???  



 

As we took the bifurcation to the see the Inca Bridge, the views were just too good to stop clicking 
the camera! At times like these, I am so very grateful for the digital world!  

 



 



 



 

The hike to see the Incan Bridge gave us incredible views of the backside of the mountain site. 
Really thrilled that we had time to do both of these hikes.  

 



 

Saul called my attention to this awesome orchid. Pointed at it to give you an idea of the size! 
There are thousands of orchids species in Peru. Most weren't blooming for us right now! He said 
there were some that were the size of a pin head!!!  

 



 



 

Reached the Bridge. Thankfully they do not allow anyone out on it anymore. Apparently they 
closed access to it 10 years ago after the 2nd accident of losing a tourist!!!!! Scary!  



 



 
As we turned to start back, I couldn't resist this tree branch with lichen & flowers shooting out over 
the canyon. It looked amazing.  



 

One final shot of the site from the Guard House & then we had to head back to the bus. Now 
Machu Picchu is just an incredible memory for us. Wow! So very happy that we were able to 
experience this. Percy says that he always has this indescribable feeling here and figures that if 
he ever comes here and doesn't feel it, it is time for him to quit being a guide. I can certainly 
understand what he means. There is a tingle, a warmth, a "something" that just can't be 
understood unless you've stood on these rocks that were placed by a brilliant colony of folks 600 
years ago. I feel humbled to get to share it.  



 
So that's a wrap!  

 

We picked up our 2 other couples & got another group picture at the statute of Pachucutec in 
Aguas Calientes before we had lunch & headed back down by train & bus to Cusco!!!!!  



 



 

This time Percy had us switch sides, so that we got to see the river. It is heavy rapids most of the 
way. And this time I was able to get a picture of what's considered the "official" start of the Incan 
trail. It was rather late in the day, so no one was there as we passed this time.  

 



 

The ride was beautiful, but after such an early start & quite the activity, most of us had trouble 
staying awake. I do believe that Marv has a picture of me checking the inside of my eyelids also!!  

 



 
And back through the Sacred Valley & on to Cusco.  



 
When Marv called us to attention for a photo, we laughed because he was standing in front of 

Machu Picchu!! Do you want to go back? YES!!! 

 

Had hoped to get all caught up, but just enjoying the sharing too much! I am several days behind. 

We had 2 full days in Cusco,flew to Quito & had a day there. Tomorrow morning we fly to 

Galapagos!!!! No internet for 4 days!! I'll try to finish up while we're on our 95' boat & we'll be back 

with you on Christmas Day! 

Soooooo this is Merry Merry Christmas & we send much much love, wishes for Good Health & 

Happiness!!!!  Check out https://pamspicts.shutterfly.com/ for all the pictures. 

 

Lots of love, 

 

Pamela &George  



 
Subj:  Peru-Ecuador Adventure #9 -Cusco  
Date:  12/25/2015  

Hello Everyone!  

Today we're flying to Galapagos & I want to get caught up if possible!!! Let's Go!!  

 



 



 

After an 8am start again this morning, we took off to walk a bit in the town of Cusco! It was a 
lovely morning -mostly blue sky with a temp of about 75. Temps here are really strange. Almost 
like swimming in the ocean -it can go from blistering hot if the sun is hitting you directly to cool 
enough to give you goose bumps in the shade with a breeze. Very low humidity & still at 9000'. 
Most of the locals wear jackets even though it is their summer solstice time right now.  

Just crossing the street in front of the hotel was quite and adventure!! Have no idea why, but when 
the green crosswalk sign comes on, so does the green light for the cars to go! Nearly lost a few of 
us there!! There was a lady traffic cop there & at first we thought she had done something, but 
later in the day, George & I crossed there again & sure enough, the go light for both are 
simultanious! Never saw that on any other street crossing. Maybe they are hoping to get rid of 
some of the American tourist at the Eco Inn???? Anyway, this beautiful fountain on one side & 
mural on the other are just in the center of a double street in front of the hotel.  



 



 

This lovely 3D map on the street is trying to show that the city was actually built in the shape of a 
Puma. Our hotel is down in the tail section & we were walking long the body of the Puma on 
Avenida del Sol towards our goal, the Santo Domingo Convent.  

 



 



 

As we walked, we came to a huge mural. Percy pointed out some of the salient points, but it has 
so much information on it -it's hard to see individual things. The bottom blow up shows a horse 
with a man's body on it. That's what the Inca's thought of the Spaniards, because they had never 
seen horses before, so they thought they were godlike deities, half horse/half man. The spread 
eagle man beside that is one of the last of the Incan Kings that they tried to quarter (he was too 
strong, so they killed him & hacked apart his body) to make an example of him to squelch any 
possible uprisings.  

 



 



 

This huge building is our goal for this morning. It was originally a Temple of the Sun. In the original 
recordings from the Spanish they described it as a building of gold. Apparently it was totally 
covered in Gold panels, both inside & out. The Incans did not use gold as a form of money, they 
used it to decorate. This building was the most important in the Incan Empire. Cusco was 
considered the center of the empire & this building was the center of Cusco. The Catholics 
claimed it & turned it into a Convent (minus the gold plates -the Spaniards took them! The huge 
open plaza beside it is now just used as a relaxing park. The stones are just for sitting. Looks a bit 
like a cemetery, but it is not!  

 
Our entry tickets show it with the gold plate all over it -even the stone wall around it.  



 



 

The inside is divided into several separate rooms -dedicated to the moon, the sun, etc. The walls 
are very smooth (remember that was reserved for the very important temples and had cost 
millions of hours of tapping with those hematyte rocks to accomplish. These three rooms were 
connected by these windows that were made so that you could look all the way to the end one. 
Inside each room were niches -probably for statutes. Notice how everything is trapezoidal to 
protect against earthquakes. Percy told us that originally the Spaniards thought the Incans were 
just bad builders & tore some buildings down & rebuilt them square. They learned quickly that 
those were destroyed by earthquakes!  

 



 

This room has a collection of stones to show that they have found that many of the blocks were 
connected by "tongue & groove." Interestingly enough, there are many different shapes -probably 
to help put them together -like a puzzle! The amazing thing is HOW DID THEY CARVE OUT 
SUCH ELABORATE SHAPES???? Especially with such accuracy! Percy was shining his 
flashlight through one to show how amazingly smooth it was. Just incredible. Does make you 
wonder about Alien's, huh????  



 



 



 

The courtyard is large & square. The convent is actually still in use -there are approximately 20 
monks living in the attached quarters. There are huge Colonial paintings around the 2 end walls, 
but we were forbidden to take pictures of them. The gardens were beautiful & I feel sure if we 
could have hung around, there were hummingbirds, but we had to move along. Places to go & 
things to see!  

 



 

Walked down the street a little -bus couldn't come up to the Convent. Through a stone arched 
gate. Percy said there used to be lots of them. He collected a dog enroute. There were hundreds 
of dogs all over the streets. Percy insisted that they were not strays -that they had a home, but 
were allowed to roam all day while the owners were working & came home to protect it at night. 
Not sure I believe that totally, but most did look in pretty good shape & seemed friendly.  



 



 

Stop for tour of Sacsayhuaman Fortress -another very important Incan ruin. Incredibly impressive. 
First the picture of all 12 of the Incan leaders, plus 2 others that fought to the death to be the last 
leaders, but neither made it.  

 



 



 

Can't imagine how they built this huge fortress with rocks from 30 miles away & some being 50 or 
60 tons!!!! This is a huge park, but we just walked from one end to the other & our bus met us at 
the far end.  



 

Next stop was an Alpaca store that took the time to explain how to tell the difference between 
acrylic, llama, baby llama, & alpaca. The Baby Llama is sooooooo smooth & all 3, besides the 
acrylic actually feel oily to the touch. But lovely to tough. Also, the acylic felt rougher inside than 
the llama or alpaca. I actually bought a Mother Earth pendant to match yesterday's earrings. 
Figure I'm never anywhere cold enough to buy the sweaters. Wanda showed off her Llama's that 
she says she is buying for a granddaughter. Wonder if she's keeping one to her self????  

 



 



 



 

Last group stop of the day was to a local Shamen for a ceremony to pray for good health for us all. 
He placed items together that were symbols of earth, heaven, water, etc, & then we all had to 
place 3 cocoa leaves in a circle on his offering. Then he folded it all up together & blessed us with 
it. Then burned it to release any bad issues inside us. Felt very magical. Then we all hugged him 
to say thank you & goodbye.  



 



 



 



 

We had lunch together at a traditional Incan restaurant. Most of us tried Alpaca! Sort of like veal, 
but spiced up quite nicely. Had live music too. The views of Cusco were very very nice!  

 



 



 



 

Back to the hotel, we had a free afternoon (George & I went to our hotel room for a time off with 
computer & nap (others took a walk downtown & were caught in an afternoon downpour!!). We 
met at 6pm & walked down to a local dance theater for a Folk dance show that we had group 
tickets to attend. It had been included in some tickets from OAT.  



 



 

It was a lovely show. We all enjoyed it. It's put on by volunteers & has different dances & 
costumes for each district in Peru. Percy said he used to dance in it. There was a live band 
playing all the music. It was a great way to bring to an closure our experience in Peru!!  



 
We were to have dinner on our own. We walked over to a local shop & bought cheese & crackers for dinner with 
Wanda & Marvin.  On our way back to the hotel to relax, we saw most of the rest of the group in an Italian restaurant 
next to the hotel. 
 
Soooooo that brings to a close our next to the last day in Cusco & Peru! We'll finish it off tomorrow! 
Thanks for staying with us! Hope you are enjoying our trip! We sure are! 
 
Lots of love, 
 

Pamela &George  



 
Subj:  Peru-Ecuador Adventure #10 -Tipon  
Date:  12/25/2015  

Good Afternoon Everyone, 
 
We've come to our last full day in Peru. The Travel agency had our itinerary different, but Percy 
used his license to switch them.  So this optional Tour was supposed to have been yesterday, with 
the City Tour today. But to his way of thinking, since you have an afternoon's free time & dinner on 
your own after the Optional Tour, he thought you should have the City Tour first to give you an 
idea of things to do & places to go. Didn't matter to us, so that's what we did. 
 

 

 

Passed a statute in honor of Firemen on the way out of town. Interestingly enough, all Fireman are 
volunteers. The Fire stations are not even subsidized by the local government. And we were soon 
out of town, seeing lots of houses working their way up the hills. Did I mention before that in Peru -
living on the hillsides is for the poor? Usually there are no streets or transportation. Sometimes no 



water or electricity either. Some areas are strictly squatters, hoping to before official land owners 
at 10 years of squatting on the property.  

 

 

Percy had made another change too. Besides heading straight to see the Incan Agricultural site 
with the elaborate irrigation system, we were to made several stops to taste some unique 
Peruvian food. For some reason established long ago, several little towns decided to specialize in 
specific foods. For example, our first stop was a village that specialized in making bread. There 
are 3 bread making facilities in this town. The one we stopped to visit it quite large & the owner 
has several families working there. They are all allowed to make & sell their own bread using his 
equipment. His family had owned/operated this facility for more than 50 years. 90% of all bread 
sold in Cusco is made in this town. Although it does not have any preservatives, Percy said it 
would usually last 5 days or so because there is not much humidity in Cusco. First we were all 
issued aprons.  



 



 

There was already about 300 small rounds of bread in the oven. First we observed how this 
gentleman racked the perfectly browned loaves into his apron.  



 



 

Then we all lined up & took turns raking the loaves into his tablecloth made pocket for him to cart 
away. Had to work very fast or the bread would burn. Percy kept up a steady chant of "Hurry! 
Hurry!!" We did pretty well & only lost 1 loaf on the ground!!  

 



 

Next we saw where they shape the raw dough for rising & ready for baking, & how they were 
wrapping them to fulfill previously contracted orders. This particular bread is made exclusively for 
Christmas, with a bit of sugar added to the dough & some bits of dried fruit. Percy said it was 
probably to be delivered to a company for them to hand out as gifts.  



 



 

Our last working assignment was to take the trays of raw dough & slide them onto the owners 
huge paddle for him to place them in the oven. Again, we had to be very fast without dropping any 
loaves. It was great fun! And we had no accidents!!! Yippee!  

 



 

And then we got to taste that freshly baked hot Christmas bread! Yum Yum Yum!! On a side note, 
Marilynn bought a loaf & shared it with us a couple of days later -not the show stopper of right out 
of the oven, but good none the less!!!!  

 



 
We continued our way up into the mountains until we arrived at Tipon.  

 



 



 

9 of the 14 in the group took this optional tour & we were all happy that we did. There were 160 (or 
so) stairs up to the site remember we're at around 10,000' already, so it was not trivial!!! But it was 
a little overcast which kept the temperature down & none of us had any problem. The site itself is 
just beautiful. It was worth the cost just for the views. I'm not an engineer by any stretch of the 
imagination, but even I was impressed by the arrangement of the irrigation system. There is 
controversy to this day about where the water comes from originally. Mostly believed to come from 
an underground source, there is a researcher today that is trying to prove that it actually comes 
from a glacier many miles away. There separate water sources on the right & the left. The left 
stopped many years ago, but the right still flows perfectly.  

 



 



 

The flow is actually quite complicated & was obviously built for ascetics besides function. It is 
divided in places to run in separate directions & then comes together. Where the water is diverted 
down, the stones were cut in such a fashion to allow it to flow straight down rather than spraying 
outward & wasting anything! Mind boggling that this is more than 600 years old!!!  



 
This fountain is believed to have had a ceremonial function. It's just too pretty!  

 
We were all amazed that they use these machetes to keep the grass trimmed & everything 
cleared! Engineers would probably be even more amazed at the designs in the entire system! 



 

There are indications that the terraces were planted with flowers, so it was probably a gorgeous 
spot1 What comes up, must come down! Sooooo, there were lots of stairs down also! That's a bit 
easier though! Our next stop was in the "pork" town. They specialized in pork carnintas (kinda 
pulled pork) & Pork rinds.  



 

 



 

 



 



 

They had the stands on the street to sell quickly, but we went inside to watch them cook some. 
The Pork Rinds were the lightest best tasting I have ever had -they scrape all the fat from the skin 
& the skin just puffs up like popcorn! And they gave us several dips to use -from hot to amazingly 
hottest! And also puffed corn (sort of like Hominy, but not really! & beans. We were blowing fire by 
the time the samples were gone!  

 
Tom & Marilynn did a little dancing while we were snacking!  



 



 



 

The next stop was a local market that Percy was familiar with (it was by our Restaurant for lunch), 
so we just walked through it for the fun of it. The fruits here have been spectacular! Some we 
know (best pineapple & watermelon we've ever had anywhere!!!), but some were odd -like this 
white tomato! And this weird orange fluff (already forgotten what it is!! looked like the inside stuff 
from a cantelope!!!)  



 

Check out these beautiful squash! They are HUGE!!  

 

One thing that was different that in any market I've ever seen was the prepared things. In this 
booth, they had already washed, cut open & deseeded the peppers to make them easier to stuff! 
There were other booths that sold sliced & diced onions & carrots too. There was a section that 
sold flowers & knick knacks too. There was even a "fast food" area where they served all kinds of 
prepared things for lunch for the local working crowd. There were lots of kids playing throughout 
the market -presumably, their Mom's were working a booth. Such really cute kids!  



 

 



 

 



 

 

There was an older section where folks have inherited the rights to sell at the market & they don't 
have to pay any rent. The spaces have literally been handed down generation to generation!!  



 

Had to take a walk through the meat section: booths sell all pork products, all beef, all fish, etc. 
This is to include every single section of all the animals!!! Like head of pig & muzzle of cow!!!  



 

And the "Home Depot" section!!!! Everything you could possibly be looking for!!! Strangely 
enough, Home Depot has tried to make it down here, but mostly goes bankrupt, because folks 
prefer to buy at the market!!!!  



 



 

We continued walking past the pick up/delivery section & behind one of the plain steel garage 
doors was the place for our lunch!!!! Walked behind the door & it was a beautiful garden. We'd 
have never recognized it on our own!! I love OAT!!  



 

After the bus ride back to the Hotel, we had the afternoon off. Some folks did sightseeing on their 
own -George & I just spent the afternoon taking a nap & working on the computer!!! Imagine that? 
About 6:30pm, we met for a "wrap it up" session. Percy wanted to know our 3 "wow" moments for 
the trip. Made me feel all maudlin!!! But fun to share how good the trip has been so far!!!  

 



 
We walked across the street & had a beautiful so long to Peru & Percy dinner.  

 



 

The next day we had an early morning wake up, breakfast & flight from Cusco back to Lima & on 
to Quito!! We said goodbye to Percy at Security in Cusco & were on our own through Lima & on to 
Quito, but had not problems. In Quito we met Pepe! He's great fun & we are now anticipating our 
Ecuadorian half of the vacation!!!  

Hang with me & we'll soon be having some truly amazing adventure!!! 

Merry Christmas to All!!! 

We love you! 

Pamela &George  



 
Subj:  Peru-Ecuador Adventure #11 -Quito  
Date:  12/26/2015  

Hi Everyone,  
We're coming to the end of the vacation & I got behind while we were playing in the Galapagos, so 
I'll start getting you caught back up!!!! Hope everyone had a very Merry Christmas & now you're 
making plans for a beautiful New Year's Celebration!! Now on to our one full day in Quito, 
Ecuador.  

 

After our flight from Cusco to Lima & then on to Quito, we were met in the Quito Airport by Jose 
Castillo. He prefers to be called Pepe, so Pepe he is!!  

 

The difference between Peru & Ecuador is like night & day!!! First thing we noticed is the sign in 
the toilet! We all started asking Pepe about it. Has turned into a joke because first he said that all 
of Ecuador puts paper in the toilet. He thinks the signs in Peru are from old days when they didn't 
have disposal facilities or water pressure. Then he mentioned that while on the ship we can't throw 



toilet paper in the toilet. Now we're seen signs both ways all over Ecuador, some say do, some 
say don't. Too too funny!  

 

 

The next thing we noticed was the infrastructure here is quite progressive. The highway was huge 
& new (the airport is about an hour out of Quito -even with no traffic). The streets are mostly clean 
-more like the US -some litter, but mostly clean. Apparently Ecuador is big on fines & jail for 
breaking the rules & there are rules for EVERYTHING! Pepe said they just passed a rule that you 
cannot wear shorts into any public building! They wouldn't let him into the Tax office to pay his 
annual taxes. So now he carries long pants in his car so that he can change if he needs to! You 
can even report if you see someone littering & they have a public post in the newspaper where 
they publish their names!  



 



 



 

Sometimes you get lucky!! With OAT when you have traveled more than 3 times with them, they 
give you upgrades whenever possible! Tom & Marilynn and George & I got suites in the Mercure 
Hotel in Quito!!! Really cool!  



 



 

We had our welcome dinner in the hotel. Service was great & the food was excellent! Notice they 
still like their potatoes & rice!!! Too funny!  

 
Dessert was soooooo scrumptious that I forgot to take a picture before I had sucked it up! We are 
very very spoiled!  



 

The next morning, we were on the road about 8am for our full day tour of Quito. First thing we 
noticed was that the road beside us (main thoroughfare) seemed to just have bicycles & 
pedestrians. Seems that every Sunday, they block off this road for vehicular traffic & turn it over to 
the locals to get out & enjoy the outdoors! What a marvelous idea!!!  

 



 

Our first stop was to the Sinamune -a school dedicated to help Special Needs Children (& adults) 
to learn through music. http://www.grandcirclefoundation.org/gutsy-leaders/stories-of-gutsy-
leaders/edgar-augusto-palacios.aspx Edgar Augusto Palacios, a famous performer in Ecuador 
founded the school 20 years ago. It was originally sponsored by the government, but their rules 
changed & now it receives no help except through private sponsors. Grand Circle/Overseas 
Adventure Travels chose it as one of their projects & they now help to maintain the school. There 
are approximately 50 students ranging from age 12 to 47 in the school.  

 



 



 



 

Even though it was a Sunday during the Christmas Holidays, the students (& their parents & 
teachers) came to perform for us. It was truly a highlight of the trip. The students were enthusiastic 
& adorable. We got to dance with them & we were all truly touched by the beauty & love in this 
institution. They sell DVD's of the performance & some souvenoirs, etc to help sponsor their tours 
to perform around the world. Just a lovely lovely experience.  

 



 

After a short drive through town, we made a photo stop to see La Basilica or Condor Tower as it is 
sometimes known. As we walked across the street, we got to looking closely at our beautiful local 
guide Sylvia (she will be the guide for the 8 folks going on to the Devil's Nose Train in the Andes). 
She had beautifully done fingernails & a streak of shimmering blue in her hair! Whoohoo!  

 



 



 

La Basilica of the National Vow is a Roman Catholic Church in the center of Quito. It is the largest 
Neo Gothic church in the Americas. What is extremely interesting is how they made the Gothic 
style to be truly their own! Instead of the standard gothic trim, they have used Ecuadorian 
symbols: armadillos, condors, iguanas, & tortoises!!! It was basically constructed between 1892 & 
1909, but it is technically unfinished because local legend says that when it is completed, the end 
of the world will come!!!!  

 



 

We hopped back on the bus & continued driving through the tiny streets of Old Town Quito. There 
was lots of traffic here as we tried to get closer to the pedestrian zone for our walking tour. Our 
guide pointed out these street vendors who were selling the Ecuadorian version of ice cream. It 
gets too hot for them to do much icecream, so this is a meringue type sweet treat with fruits. We 
didn't try it and even Sylvia wrinkled her nose as she described it -feeling that it was a bit too 
unsanitary to buy any! Didn't stop most of the locals though, we saw it everywhere.  



 



 



 

The bus dropped us off & we started fighting our way through the crowds to see the main square 
of Old Town. It was relatively hot, (maybe high 80's?), but luckily some clouds rolled in to give us 
some relief. The people were all in celebratory moods -with groups in costume dancing all through 
the square. Some of our group (Marilynn & Tom particularly!!! Surprise!) really wanted to join in!  



 

Sylvia invited a couple of lady street vendors to show us their hand made woven scarves. 
Beautifully fine work & lots of us bought some (I didn't!! -too many in the RV already that I don't 
use!!!). The colors were amazing!! Only $5 for 2 of them!  



 
I enjoyed seeing our couples walking the streets holding hands! It was very sweet!  



 



 

Our walking goal was to get closer to this statute that dominates the area. We were all guessing 
as to what exactly the statute was.  It is a Madonna that stands 148' tall and is built atop a 656' 
hill. The statute was inaugurated in 1976. What makes her so different is the wings. She looks like 
an Angel! We were walking through the neighbor hood in Old Quito called La Ronda -both the 
oldest & recently restored. It was quite lovely. 



 



 



 

A lovely surprise before lunch was a stop at a local Chocolate company. This family operated 
shop gave us a full description of the production of cocoa in Ecuador, letting us feel, smell, & taste 
all the aspects through to the finished product! Ecuador is one of the major suppliers of cocoa in 
the world (& the number one in quality -according to this producer of course!!!) The Cocoa butter 
was fantastic!! And of course the lovely final candies were awesome!  

 



 



 

We continued our walking tour towards our luncheon spot! Seemed to be more & more people as 
this is the major spot for Christmas shopping! Wait a minute -what was I saying about the couples 
sweetly holding hands????? George???? Ha!  



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 
As OAT's standard, the place for lunch was a fabulous hotel (rooms go for about $400 a night). It 
was stunning.  

 



 



 

One last stop after lunch -Compania or Golden Church. It is a Jesuit church known for it's golden 
leaf decorations. We couldn't take pictures inside, so I downloaded this picture from Wikipedia to 
give you an idea of how elaborate & beautiful it is. And of course our resident comedian gave us 
some light relief from the history of the church construction! Lucky for him, we didn't try to "ring the 
bell!!!!"  

We had the afternoon off & George & I just relaxed in our suite & enjoyed the sunset!!! Bought 
cheese & crackers for our room for supper & I was still too full from the scrumptious lunch to even 
eat that!!!! 
 
Tomorrow we're off to the Galapagos!!!!!!!!! Hand onto your hats! That is fabulous!! 
 
Lots of love, 
 

Pamela &George  



 
Subj:  Peru-Ecuador Adventure #12 -Quito to Galapagos  
Date:  12/27/2015  

Good Morning Friends & Family, 
Now to start the final phase of this vacation! Vaminos! 

 

We followed Pepe through the nice new Quito airport to the Domestic area to travel to Galapagos. 
Pepe is learning to play his little guitar, so he sang to us like the Pied Piper!!  



 

We flew past one of the many volcano's around Quito. I thought this might be the biggest one that 
is actually spewing ash again right now, but it was not.  We flew from Quito to Galapagos. We 
were supposed to have a stop in Guayaquil, but we lucked out & they put us on a direct flight 
to Baltra. 



 

One little silly note on the side. We were all confused about the seating (all the planes used were 
Airbus). We were afraid that they didn't have us sitting together. Then we got on the plane & 
realized that for whatever reason, the 3 & 3 seats were A/B/C aisle & DEK??????? Too funny!  

 



 

The flight was only a couple of hours & we were all soon clicking pictures of our first views of 
Galapagos! Mostly clear skies for our landing on Baltra.  

 

Baltra is a small island towards the center of the Galapagos archipelago. It is the location of a 
Ecuadorian Military base. Americans were stationed here after the bombing of Pearl Harbor (what 
an assignment, huh?), but the Japanese never came here -as our guide said -"thank GOD!!" The 
airport here was the only airport serving the Galapagos until 1986 when they built another airport 
on the island of San Cristobal.  



 



 



 



 

After an easy landing & seeing our baggage grabbed by the porters, we watched them load it up 
in this old truck & we hopped on a bus shared by some military guys to got to the dock for our first 
dinghy ride to the yacht -Tip Top III. Our floating hotel for the next 4 nights.  



 

Look Look Look…our first turtles!!! These are not the famous Galapagos Tortoise, these are sea 
turtles, very similar to the Green Sea Turtle found elsewhere. But like so many of the flora & fauna 
found here, their make up is just slightly different than found anywhere else in the world! Hence 
the excitement of Charles Darwin when he came to the Galapagos Islands as a naturalist on the 
HMS Beagle in the 1830's.  

 



 



 

We got loaded on board & they had us gather in the lounge to give us our cabin assignments. Up 
stairs to check out our cabin. My how quaint! Actually there was more storage space than we 
expected! Actually had 2 drawers under the "double" bed that we didn't use. We'll know next 
time!!!  



 



 

Just enough time to quickly unpack & stow our stuff & they rang the lunch bell. It was a nice dining 
room with comfortable booths. Lunch & Dinner was always a mix of soup or salad and a buffet for 
the entre & vege's. We certainly didn't lack for food!!! 

 



 

Pepe gave us just enough time to run brush our teeth & we were off to take the dinghy's over for a 
dry landing on Santa Cruz (also called Indefatigable after one of the British vessels) to go to a 
turtle farm & a fish market. Bob was quite comfortable on the dinghy!! Hey Mark & Pam, just found 
a little blurp in Wikipedia that says that Santa Cruz is a sister city of Seabrook, Texas! How about 
that?  

 



 

Santa Cruz ended up being the only island that had such a sophisticated dock for our landing. 
Truly a dry landing. Wait until you see some of the others!!  

 



 
A bus was waiting for us. We were really excited about being in Galapagos!!!  

 



 

The road (it's the only one that crosses the island) was not much to speak of -a mix of dirt & 
pavement. Some of it was really really rough. We discovered that we got lots of steps from 
bouncing up & down on it. Marilynn got more than the rest of us because she was on the back 
seat!  

 



 

Got a sobering start. This truck apparently ran into a car last night on the car's occupants were 
killed. The truck driver was injured too. Apparently because there are no lights on the road & folks 
tend to drink, there are quite a lot of accidents.  

 



 

Very quickly the terrain & vegetation changed. We were going into the highlands. Pepe told us 
that the trade winds always blow in the same direction & the NE of all the islands is pretty barren 
& dry and the highlands & the SW corners are always much much greener. Only 5 of the islands 
have any population on them. Santa Cruz has one of the largest populations, 2nd to San Crisobal 
(the capital).  

 



 

We made a short stop at Los Gemelos. Twin depressions that are volcanic cones that caved in 
when the magma chambers collapsed. Now they are just green holes in the ground.  

 



 

Our driver stopped & tried to retrieve one of these "tree" tomatoes for us, but he couldn't reach the 
ripe one. We ate them at several meals, they are very sweet & you can tell why the tomato is in 
the fruit family!!  

 



 

Soon we started spotting the Famous Galapagos Tortoise. They have free fun of all these farms. 
We are heading to a farm run by a former OAT guide. The archipelago gets its name from the 
Spanish word for Saddle. When the Spaniards saw the tortoise, it reminded them of their saddles!  

 



 



 

They had some huge shells there for us to take a close look at. I never realized that they had 
vertebra!!! Pepe stood one up to show us that the males undershell was curved & the females flat. 
His curve is to help facilitate mating.  

 



 



 



 

After slipping on rubber boots, we headed out in the fields to scout out the turtles. It started to rain 
a little (the tortoises love that!!), but we just donned our rain gear & with the boots, we were good 
to go. The rain was quite warm! This was to be our only chance to see the tortoises, they came 
very close to total extinction, not only from being a choice food for the sailors (they could keep 
them in their holds until ready to eat them!), but also the introduction of goats, pigs, & rats that 
decimated their food source on the islands. Due to several active conservation groups, their 
population is slowly coming back. Some specific species are gone for good, the famous 
Lonesome George was the last of his kind & he died in captivity Jun of 2012. Just 2 weeks ago 
when Pepe was here with another group there were more than 50 in this same field. Now there 
were only about 15, but that's because the males usually hang out up here & the females & young 
ones are down near the beach. This is the mating season & most of the males have gone down to 
do their duty!!!  

 



 

We still saw several of them, both pretty large old ones & some younger ones.  



 



 

Besides the tortoises, this farm has quite a large lava tube. Although there are lava tubes near 
McCloud, CA, we have never been in one. Quite something to think of the amount of lava that 
would be rushing through to make these!!! Perfect reminder that the Galapagos was formed by 
volcanic activity. It is on the Ring of Fire.  

 

Finally got a fair picture of the adorable Yellow Warbler that we saw everywhere. He actually 
considered to be a "mangrove" warbler.  



 
And some beautiful perfectly white mushrooms. 

 
Saw another tortoise, this one has a white fungus growing on his shell! Needs a good cleaning!!  



 

A close up shot of the "stick" tree that goes totally dormant without water & looks lush & beautiful 
when it gets some moisture! The water drops were glistening & caught my attention.  

 



 



 

We got to strip off our raingear & rubber boots to dry off a bit & have some hot drinks. Another 
group came in an Silly young man wormed himself into one of the turtle shells. We figured 
someone should flip him over on his back & see how he did with that!!!  



 



 



 



 



 

We continued to the far south side of the island to the largest population of Galapagos (Puerto 
Ayora -12,000 residents). Since it was late afternoon, there was not a lot of activity -only one 
fisherman trying to sell his last few fish while his wife sold the lobster. He was having a big fight 
with the Pelicans & Sea Lions to get his last fish cleaned & sold. Also saw our first Marine Iguana, 
just a little one.  

 



 

We walked along the main street a little to get the Anderson's signed up on a dive trip for 
Thursday & to pick up some wet suits for a few of us. Saw lots more iguanas on the sidewalk! Sat 
& watched some locals playing the Galapagos version of beach volley ball. Only 3 guys on each 
side & a much higher net. According to Pepe, they are mostly well off fishermen that place really 
heavy bets on the games. Apparently most of the spectators were betting too. That's probably why 
they didn't really appreciate the silly American's participation & enthusiasm! We got some pretty 
annoyed looks!!  



 

We made the hour drive back across the island & then our 2 dinghy's raced across the canal to 
get back to the Tip Top III before dark.  



 
The moon is looking nicer & nicer! Supposed to be full on Christmas Day!  



 



 

We met in the lounge for what was to be our standard 6:30pm overview of the day & plan for the 
next day. Got our itinerary -we get to visit Floreana tomorrow, Espanola the next day, then San 
Cristobal on Thursday and North Seymour just before flying out on Friday. Starting about center 
on the north side of Baltra, we'll cruise 9 hours south, 7 hours east, 5 hours north, & 7 hours back 
west to Baltra. We can dinghy to North Seymour easily on Friday to see the mating Frigates with 
their big red breast sacks!! The crew came in to be introduced -sorry, the only picture I have of 
them all is this blurry one -from left to right: Johnny is the Captain, Santiago is 1st mate, Marcos is 
in charge of the dinghys, Curly is the chef (he is a total nut! More about him & his laugh later!!!), 
Franklin is the engineer, Angel is the dining room steward & bar man, Lionel is our Cabin 
attendant. Pepe is our Guide.  

 

We tried to stay awake long enough to be on top for our sail away -supposed to sail at 9:30pm! 
But we went up to wait & finally gave up about 10pm. On our way back down to our cabin, Lionel 
caught us & said, "sh! Come see a surprise!" He took us to the boarding deck & we had 2 



visitors! Too cute!  

So ended our first day in Galapagos. Long busy day & we were trying to sleep by 10:30pm! Once 
we were under way, it was pretty bouncy! According to the crew, it was very smooth, but we felt 
like we were tossing around pretty good. However, NO ONE GOT SEASICK! Yippee! Not even a 
little bit! 
 
So, hang on for more soon! It just gets better & better! 
 
Lots of love, 

Pamela &George 
 



 
Subj:  Peru-Ecuador Adventure #13 -Floreana Island  
Date:  12/28/2015  
Good Afternoon Everyone,  
So happy that I finally got the travelogues caught up to at least start on the Galapagos. It was 
soooooo wonderful! Now let's continue with it!!  

Supposed to have an 8am tour start with our first wet landing, so Pepe had told us he'd do a wake 
up call at 7am and breakfast at 7:30am. I figured I wanted a bit more time to get ready, so I set my 
internal alarm for 6:30am & we were ready early, so ran upstairs for some morning views from the 
top of the boat. It is certainly gorgeous here! Sparkling clear blue water (although is was a little 
choppy).  



 
Breakfast always had unlimited self serve coffee & a buffet. Generally 2 types of eggs (scrambled 
& sometime a plain omelet & sometimes fried) & lots of fruit & toast & fresh orange juice. The fruit 
was always wonderful -especially the pineapple & papaya.  



 
While we were waiting to board the dinghy, I kept trying to get a photo of the Petrels, that were 
constantly amusing us with their antics around the boat. Our guide called them Jesus birds 
because they appeared to be walking on the water as they did stop & gos chasing insects on the 
waves.  



 



 
We loaded into the 2 dinghy's & took a short cruise to the island, now called Floreana, after Juan 
Jose Flores, the first president of Ecuador (previously called Charles Island after King Charles II or 
Santa Maria after one of Christopher Columbus's ships). It has an area of 67 sq miles and the 
volcanic peak of 2100' is it's highest point. As you can see, the wet landing consisted of the dinghy 
coming up onto the beach so that we could crawl out into about a foot of water. Not bad at all and 
the water feels lucious!!!  

 



 
A Pelican was there to greet us and then we gathered around Pepe for some nature show & tell. 
He found a molted red crab shell that provided us some hands on knowledge about their lives & 
mating habits.  

 



 
Pepe stunned us all by showing us the tiny green crystals that make up the beach. Called Olivine, 
it is a silicate mineral that comes from lava flows. After he pointed it out, we could see the 
greenish tint of the entire beach. Apparently Hawaii has a similar beach, but I don't believe we've 
seen it.  



 



 
Floreana is most well known for it's "Post Office." Since the 19th Century, whalers have dropped 
off mail in this wooden barrel. Folks from any passing ship sort through the mail & if they are going 
to the addressed location, they would take it to deliver in person. Our group sorted through it & 
took some, also left letters of our own.  

 



 



 



 



 
Back to the beach, we walked straight out to snorkel. Pepe had hoped that being a beach snorkel, 
it would be a easy way for the more inexperienced to start snorkeling. I was rather disappointed, 
because the water was silty from the choppy water from last night and it was still pretty choppy for 
the swim. But none the less, we had a sea lion, lots of brightly colored fish & sea turtles.  

 

 
After about an hour, it was time to head back to Tip Top III. Pepe called for the dinghies & we took 
off.  



 
Soon we were back on board for lunch. Swordfish!!! I ate it and loved it!!! Really!!!  

 
While we had a short rest (the entire Galapagos National Park is closed from noon to 2:30pm!!!) & 
the ship moved a little closer to Devil's Crown. This volcanic crater is considered one of the prime 
snorkel sites in the Galapagos.  



 



 



 
We did a "deep water" snorkel there. This was a much better snorkel. The water was much much 
clearer & there were thousands of fish visible. The sandy bottom made everything so much 
brighter. The water was smoother also. The Spotted Eagle Rays were majestic.  



 



 



 
He called us back up into the dinghy after about a half hour. After we were all in, he asked if we'd 
like to move to the other side & go in again! Oh COURSE!!!! Second time was even better. Huge 
huge schools of fish. Very very exciting.  



 
The dinghy delivered us back on the Tip Top III & Pepe gave us 30 minutes to wash off the salt 
water & throw on some hiking clothes for another wet landing on Floreana.  



 



 
First we cruised the coast line cliffs looking for penguins. We were not going to the island where 
there usually are, so this would be our only chance. Pepe said there were sometimes a solitary 
one or two here. Unfortunately we didn't see any of them, but we did find our first Blue-Footed 
Booby!!!! Their bright blue feet are from their diet of fresh feet. Apparently the brighter the feet, the 
more they are favored for mating, thus keeping the pigment going as a reproductive trait. I enjoyed 
watching our friends watching & taking pictures almost as much as the boobies!!!  



 
After another easy wet landing, we found ourselves on a empty beach! This would probably be an 
opportunity to praise the National Park program that schedules specific times for each group to 
visit the islands on their itinerary. We very rarely crossed paths with anyone else. Reminded me of 
the feel of privacy with nature that we had in Africa.  

 
Remember the "stick" tree????? This is what they look like without water!!! They put themselves 
in a dormant stage & look totally dead!!!  



 

 
From the beach, we took a short path to the island's interior to the main reason for our visit to this 
part of the island!!!! Flamingos!!! 
And when we got to the first view point, they were all there! This brackish water is full of their 
favorite food & they were quietly feeding. This island had the most devastation from human 
interference.  Feral pigs have eaten the eggs & destroyed much of the island's plant life. The 
goats have now been removed & most of the pigs are gone too. Now they are working at restoring 
the vegetation. The tortoises are extinct from this island and the Flamingos were in danger also, 
but they are recovering now. 



 

 
We were even lucky enough to see one lone baby! This little ball of fluff was on the beach near 
the view point.  



 



 
We continued on along the trail to the other side -to what's sometimes called "Flour Beach" due to 
the fine white sand (ground coral). It was close to sunset & the sea turtles from coming up to rest 
in the sand overnight. It was not egg laying season, but this is a beach where they often lay their 
eggs.  

 
We took off our shoes & enjoyed the smooth soft clean white sand. Walking along the water's 
edge in the clean surf felt soooooo good!  



 



 
We took turns taking pictures with the sea turtles & the magnificient beach behind us. Not gonna 
win any beauty contests, but man of man is this a beautiful memory of a once in a lifetime 
experience!!!  



 



 
Back to Punta Cormorant -our landing beach, we enjoyed watching the crabs & seeing the moon 
rise while we waited for our Punta (the Ecuadorian name for any small service type boat).  



 
We were already getting used to climbing into/out of the dinghy! We could become experts!!!  

 



 



 
I'll leave you with some lovely sunset photos. We felt awesome at the end of this day! One of 
those days when you are just happy to be alive! Wish we could share this feeling & how absolutely 
exquisite this place is.  
Unfortunately I was not able to finish up & we start the Worlock's New Year's Eve event tomorrow, 
so now I'll have to wait to finish our last 4 days of vacation until we're done here! Hope you'll wait 
for me to finish!  
 
Enjoy the rest of the holidays & we send our love & best wishes!!!!  
 

Pamela &George 



 
Subj:  Peru-Ecuador Adventure #14 -Espanola Island  
Date:  1/5/2016  

Happy New Year Family & Friends!!!  
We're back in Mesa & trying to get organized for the final 3 months of this season! We had a 
wonderful New Year's Eve Event with Curt & Tammy Worlock at their new Fabulous hall!!! It is 
Awesome! A real dream come true: perfect floor, great sound, good lighting & Tammy has done a 
marvelous job on the decorating!!! Dancing there was great!!! We had great fun teaching Rey & 
Sherry Garza's Ph 6 West Coast Swing -Loving You Tonight and Rick Linden & Nancy Kasznay's 
fabulous Ph 6 Slow Two Step/Foxtrot -To Where You Are. Anyway, enough of that -we have to get 
back to the Galapagos!!!!!!!  

 



 
For the second morning in a row we were up at sunrise & down for a lovely breakfast before 7am! 
Hard to believe that this smooth looking ocean was the same water that had took us on our late 
night roller coaster from 9pm until about 4am. Seriously other than the bruised shoulder from 
banging into the wall & George hanging onto the edge of the bed to keep from being tossed out, it 
wasn't so very bad!! And none of us got seasick! Yippee!!  



 
By 8am, we were loaded onto our dinghy's & headed to Espanola (also called Hood Island). It is 
considered one of the oldest islands (4 million years old), one of the dryest islands (only a couple 
of inches of rain a year), & also the southern most island in the Galapagos. It's about 37 square 
miles in area, the highest point is 675' and it is totally unpopulated. Our major goal there was to 
see the Waved Albatross. This island is it's ONLY breeding ground in the world and it is on the 
Critically endangered list. Unfortunately for us, the breeding season is usually over by now, so 
chances to see it are slim.  



 

 



 
We immediately started seeing the guys on the minor viewing list!! The adorable baby sea lions, 
the lava lizard, the marine iguana in it's lovely red breeding colors AND....  



 



 
The Hood Mockingbird!! It is endemic to this island. It is totally fearless, a bit larger, has a curved 
beak, & is one of the only carnivorous of the species!  

 



 
Both the Lava Lizard & the Marine Iguanas got bigger & brighter as we went further into the island.  

 



 
The terrain was pretty rough -not clear trails at all. Glad we had our guide. We had to be careful of 
our steps, not only due to the rocks, but because the animals were not afraid of us at all & we 
could easily have stepped on them! And the birds would just sit on the branches as we passed!  

 



 
As we got to the coast, we started seeing the Nazca booby nests. Again, they were right under our 
feet, so we had to be very careful & watch where we placed our feet. Good thing we are all 
dancers!!! And speaking of dancing, we got to see some of the elaborate mating ritual where they 
dance with their beaks & necks entwined. It was really neat!!!  



 
The scenery was stark, but beautiful with the gorgeous blue waters framing the horizon. It was 
quite hot -probably pushing 90's, but with a sea breeze along the coast. Keep in mind, it's still only 
about 9am!!!  

 



 



 
We couldn't resist squatting under a nest with a hungry chick getting it's breakfast!! I think George 
thought I was being a little silly!!!! By the way, they say the difference in the foot color is to do with 
the bird's diets. The Nazca boobies eat sea life closer to home, while the Blue Footed Booby flies 
miles off the coast for a shellfish diet.  

 
Wanda spotted a desiccated snake & since there are none on the island, Pepe figured a hawk had 
probably lost it's meal in the rocks!!  



 



 
I caught a glimpse of the Large Cactus Finch in the ground cover and also the Dove. And this guy 
was really bright. Just doesn't seem possible that the colors can be sooooo lovely on a lizard!  



 



 



 
As we continued on our walk around at Punta Suarez, we came to the famous blow hole where 
water crashes through a lava fissure & creates a huge spray of water -it really sounds loud too!  

 
We took a short break there at the blow hole & noticed a group of colorful Marine Iquanas that 
were enjoying the sun & spray also!  



 
While we were there, our guide saw a Waved Albatross. I am not sure it this is him or not, but I 
believe it is. I think Marilynn got a really good picture, but we haven't shared photos yet!  



 
I kept trying to get the gorgeous Tropicana, but settled for this picture that I took during Pepe's 
slide show!! Ha! Isn't it amazing!!  

 
We left the coastline to walk back through the island interior past the breeding ground. Yea! There 
was a lone Albatross couple left!!!! Guess they were waiting for us! Not such a comfortable looking 
nursery, but there are thousands & thousands of them crowded into this tiny area in Oct/Nov! Bet 
it's plenty noisy too with their extreme mating rituals of dancing & "necking"!! We'll just have to 
imagine & look for it on National Geo!  



 
We were all excited that we spotted a Hawk across the brush land from us and were trying to get 
pictures. The Galapagos Hawk is the considered the largest of the predators in the islands. 
Unfortunately there are only believed to be about 150 mating pairs alive today.  



 



 
And then we had a magnificent Galapagos Hawk land right beside us on the path back. He 
happily posed for all of us as we stumbled on the rocks passed him! They are about the size of 
our more familiar red tailed hawks, but the ones on Espanola are the largest throughout the 
islands.  

 



 
Back at the beach, we found this pair of Oyster Catchers (by the way, they don't really eat oysters 
here in the Galapagos -I found that kinda funny!!) seeming to play with this adorable baby Sea 
Lion.  

 



 
This hawk was even closer & looked quite dramatic on the rocks by the water.  

 



 
Got a lovely close up of the mockingbird -he just seemed to be begging for a picture (or a cracker? 
but we were not allowed to have any food on the island -Pepe even said he could get in trouble as 
a guide if we were seen with gum or candy or anything edible).  

 
This guy was right in our path & I couldn't resist a picture with him! He didn't seem to mind!  



 



 
We spotted this nursing Mom & baby & watched her come up onto the beach. The little one was 
complaining the entire time as he kept trying to finish his breakfast. She was much more 
interested in covering herself with sand (helps to keep the insects off!! thank goodness the insects 
were interested in them & not us! We didn't even have to use any insect repellant).  



 
Too soon it was time to head back to the Tip Top III. Here's an example of our daily activity board. 
And we haven't even cover the "learning & discovery" for the day!  



 



 
Our chef, Curly showed us how to make "seviche." I even liked it! As a matter of fact, I liked it a 
lot. It was basically raw chopped sword fish with olive oil, lime, onions, peppers, & celantro. 
Served with dehydrated potato chips & tobasco sauce as an appetizer. They gave us the recipe if 
any of you would like it!  



 



 



 



 



 



 
After a short rest (& a short sail to the other side of the island), we suited up & took the dinghy 
over for another deep water snorkel at Torgugas Rock, just off of Gardner's Beach. I am getting 
way way way too long winded, so I'm just going to post these pictures of the incredible sea life. My 
little underwater camera doesn't capture the colors very well, but I'm getting chill bumps just 
thinking about how fabulous this was. Pepe was snorkeling with us of course & he was amazing. I 
need to get a Thesauras out to learn some new superlatives. But the experience of snorkeling with 
all this sea life is just an unbelievable experience.  



 



 



 



 
We headed back to the ship & Pepe gave us an hour to shower, clean up our gear & change for a 
relaxing walk on the beach. There was nothing particular to DO on the beach, but he had advised 
us to just come bare foot & enjoy. We've been to beaches all over the world, but I have never ever 
ever experienced such soft clean sand. And it was all just for us! The National Park does such a 
good job of logistical planning that each boat is given a specific time for access & we were virtually 
alone for all our landings. Not going to bore you with much talk. Pictures are worth a thousand 
words, right?  



 
Must point out that we enjoyed seeing our first Marine Iguana swimming in the surf!! 

 
And Tom A collected shells to look at & take pictures of, but there are heavy fines if you are 
caught trying to take ANYTHING!!! Even sand!!!!  



 
There were whale bones collected for our viewing pleasure!!!  

 



 
At the far end of the beach, there were 2 young Sea Lions playing. We watched them for quite a 
while & I even got a video. I'll post the little short videos I have on Shutterfly for anyone that's 
interested. They were entertaining & joyous to watch. They came to Marilynn, she didn't try to 
approach them!  

 
And so closed our 3rd day in the Amazing Galapagos Archipelago. If you ever want to travel -put 
this on your list. This is beauty.  



 
Sharing a heart full of the beauty of life.  

Pamela &George 
 



 
Subj:  Peru-Ecuador Adventure #15 -San Cristobal Island  
Date:  1/8/2016  

Good Evening Everyone,  
Sorry to be behind in our adventures. Once back to the real world, it's hard to find the time to 
immerse myself back into our vacation!!! It was such an incredible adventure, I don't want to leave 
anything out & I get too long winded! I just looked at the properties of the file for this island & in the 
one day, I have 672 pictures. Hummmmm. I suspect neither you or I will have the time to give you 
the whole experience of just this one day!!! Oh well, time is awasting. Let's do it!  

 



The next morning we woke up to see Puerto Baquerzino Moreno. Civilization! This is the capital of 
the Galapagos -San Cristobal is the eastern most island and we were on the southwestern tip of it. 
Population is about 7000 as of 2010, it's 215 square miles in area and fishing is the main industry, 
although tourism is on the rise. There was quite a lot of activity around the boat before, during & 
after breakfast. Pepe had taken Tom, Marilynn, & Pauline in to meet someone to go diving & 



returned by water taxi. Another boat hailed us and Pepe said they were asking for water. This is a 
great time to mention that our yacht makes it's own fresh water with a desalinizer. It can make up 
to 60 gals an hour! How about that? So they didn't limit us on our showers at all & we had lots of 
hot water too (at least most of us did -I think Bob & Joanne's cabin somehow lacked this amenity. 
Pretty darn irritating for them makes no sense to me that all the other cabins had it!!). So the boat 
that was asking for water thought ours was better than what they could get in town!  

 



 



 
It was an easy dock landing. There were 2 stairs, but one they don't use anymore because the 
sea lions have taken it over! It is quite a busy port.  

 
Some of the OAT trips only spend 3 nights on a yacht & one on a motel here. From the looks of 
the town, I'm rather pleased that we got the 4 nights on the Tip Top III. Had the feel of a coastal 
Mexican town.  



 



 
We took a bus straight through the little town to the National Conservation area. There is limited 
access to this area & it's full of sea lions & marine iguanas.  

 
We spotted these foot prints across the sand -some kind of big cat -Pepe wasn't sure what it 
would have been. They don't really have any big cats, so we weren't sure what to think of them. 
Sure didn't look like dog prints.  



 
Lots of Sea Lions throughout the area. I got a fun video of a massive male chasing off a 
challenger. Chased him all the way over the hill! They can really move fast when they want to!!!  



 



 



 



 



 
Next stop was the National Park's Interpretive Center. It was laid out well, felt rather empty -
maybe it was because we were there on Christmas Eve? The 3 dimensional map of the 
Galapagos was quite nice, the 5 islands we have visited show up quite well, tomorrow's North 
Seymour Island is the small dot just above Santa Cruz. The large wooden crate with the tortoise is 
a heart breaking example of how the sailor's would keep them in storage with their other food 
products. Sadly they have such slow breeding habits, eating them almost to extinction was the 
result.  

 
As you are leaving the museum, there is a raised boardwalk that has views of the tops of the stick 
trees & on to the bay. Lots of cactus growing everywhere.  



 
As we boarded the National Park Shuttle bus, we were all startled by the iguana hanging on the 
ceiling above us (luckily it was stuffed!!!).  

 
Pepe had warned us to be careful before sitting on any of the park benches scattered along the 
coastal walkway. They seem to be very popular with the locals!!!  



 
Someone was quite innovative in their Christmas decorations.  

 
Pepe gave us about 30 minutes to wander the shopping street of this sleepy little port. Totally 
different from any other Capital city we've ever visited!!! Only took us about 10 minutes to reach 
the end of the street. There were more sea lions around than people!!  



 
We were soon racing back across the bay to the Tip Top III. Found an interloper had taken 
advantage of the abandoned yacht!!  

 



 



 



 
While we had lunch & a short rest, our ship moved closer to our next deep water snorkeling spot -
Sleeping Lion. We cruised all around it to give us a total look at it. This rock is a "tuff cone" which 
means it was formed by boiling lava meeting cold water. The rock has been split by erosion, but 
the sides rise 479' into the air. It's really impressive.  



 
There were thousands of birds, both in the water & when we got close enough, you could also see 
them on the cliffs. There were boobies & frigate birds.  



 
The Anderson's were back to join us on the snorkel -they had already done 3 dives at the rock, but 
were still up for the snorkel. Unfortunately, none of the others wanted to join us -George & I were 
very excited about it though!  

 
The dinghy brought us right up to the split. The plan was to snorkel through the split (they no 
longer allow any boats to pass through it) & then we'd follow around the rock as long as we could.  



 



 



 
We followed our fearless leader into the split of the rocks & immediately started seeing sharks. 
These are called Galapagos sharks (surprise surprise!!), but are very similar to the Black Tip Reef 
Sharks that we swam with in Tahiti. But there they had to chum to call them to us & most were 
smaller. Here, they are just there on their own & most were 5' or more. They paid no attention to 
us at all (thank goodness!!!). And yes, my heart was racing & I was hearing "dum dum dum dum 
from Jaws!!!" It was a bit cloudy out, so my camera was only picking up one shark at a time (the 
closest one), but there were many many all around us!!!  

 



 



 
I was totally mesmerized by the sheer number of fish all around us. And found myself following a 
HUGE Puffer through the water. I even took a selfie underwater to prove I was there!!!!!  



 



 
And it wasn't just fish -there were turtles & sea lions. The Sea Lions were startling. You'd just 
suddenly have them swimming circles around you! I kept lifting up my head to orient myself. 
George had said that I was dilly dallying on the previous snorkels, so I was trying to make sure 
that I kept up with Pepe this time!!!  

 



 



 
More turtles, more sea lions, & then we were all following another Eagle Ray. Heart rate is still 
up!!!  

 



 
And then it was time to get back in the dinghy. Heard them yelling & looked up to see that we had 
circled the big end of the rock! Amazing. We were in the water more than an hour. Quite a long 
snorkel actually, but we were not ready for it to end. A totaling amazing adventure. Our guide had 
been hoping for us to see a Hammerhead shark. Pauline actually spotted one & got some 
amazing pictures of it. None of the rest of us saw it! Not even George who had been shadowing 
her!!! Don't have her pictures, but she shared them that night on the computer & there was no 
doubt! Wish I'd seen it!!!!!  

 



 
Once again we had a little less than an hour to shower off the salt water & change to hop back in 
the dinghy with everyone else to spend a relaxing hour or so on this gorgeous pristine flour sand 
beach -Gardner's Beach. Just never felt such gloriously soft sand.  



 



 



 
We all chased sea lions, red crabs, & the small birds. I think this is the Yellow Warbler, but I've 
been known to misidentify!! Looking forward to seeing Tom's pictures. I suspect he got some 
really really good ones!!!  

 



 



 



 



 



 



 
Before long, I was just snapping pictures all around me! Lovely vegetation growing everywhere, 
unidentified birds, the beautiful red crabs, the water, the marine iguanas, the dead shark 
apparently dropped by a large bird, the sea lions -it was just beautiful! We were not to leave the 
sand -the greener vegetation & brackish water hole beyond the ridge was off limits bird breeding 
grounds.  

 
I kept trying to get a picture of the Blue Footed Boobies fishing. They were incredible -they would 
fly about 15 or 20' above the water & suddenly dive head first like a spear straight into the water & 
more often than not bob to the surface with a fish in their beak. I tried over & over & could never 
catch them. That white splash in the center of the picture is one hitting the water!!!!  



 
Soon our allotted time on the beach was over & the dinghy came to get us. So very sad to leave.  

 



 



 
We were advised to go up to the top of the Tip Top III to get some photos of sunset. Wow! Wow! It 
was magnificent!!!!!! The colors were spectacular & the frigate birds were swooping & diving 
above us as added entertainment!!  



 



 



 
Well, it was Christmas Eve!! AND our last night on the Tip Top III! So the crew came to offer us a 
toast & then they served a really special dinner! TURKEY!!! (we kidded that it was Pelican!!) 
Whatever it was, it was delicious!! A really wonderful way to finish up a magical time in the 
Galapagos. Did not want it to end! But we split up & went to our rooms to pack for the early early 
morning departure to see the mating Frigate birds the next morning. So George & I were up 
packing & kept hearing rowdy music down below. Finally gave it up & went downstairs. Those 
trouble making Anderson's were dancing, singing, & laughing with most of the crew! Couldn't let 
them get away with that on their own, so ended up joining in for a hour or so. Boy -found out that 
the staff guys could really really dance!!!!! Great fun way to end (but no pictures -what happens in 
the Galapagos -stays in the Galapagos!!!  
 
More later!!! Still a few more hours left in the morning!!! Stay tuned & we'll finish soon!  
Lots of love,  

Pamela &George  



 
Subj:  Peru-Ecuadro Adventure #16 -N Seymour & back to Quito  
Date:  1/11/2016  

Good Afternoon Everyone!  
 
We're finishing up the Black Tie weekend -a wonderful success by Wayne & Barbara Blackford 
with great teaches by Randy & Marie Preskitt!!! And have a bit of time to also try & finish up our 
South American Adventure!! Hang on for the last 2 days!!!  

 



 
Christmas Morning! & we were up by 5am & in the dinghy's & heading to tiny little North Seymour 
Island by 6:15am! Icky time, but boy it was a lovely morning & we were excited about seeing the 
Frigates in full mating regalia!!!  



 
North Seymour is a tiny little island, less than a square mile in area and on 92' at it's highest point! 
You cannot visit without an officially sanctioned National Park guide. There is a trail of about 1.2 
miles that leads across the rocky bushy land past the shore & the breeding grounds of Blue footed 
Boobies, Nazca Boobies, & the Magnificent Frigate Birds (yes that is officially it's name!).  



 



 
The island is pretty barren of vegetation, but in contrast -it's almost totally covered by Sea Lions, 
Iguana, & thousands of Sea Birds! Will never get used to the idea of how relaxed all the animal & 
bird life is around humans. George & I were laughing about the fact that here in Mesa, we can't 
even walk under a hawk sitting on a light pole without it flying away, when on any of the 
Galapagos islands (even those that are populated with humans!), neither the mammals or the 
birds move! They barely ruffle their feathers! It is just amazing!  



 

 
A lovely Blue Footed Booby -not the brightest of blue, but still totally recognizable.  



 
Soon we had reached the main nest ground -as you can see, there are birds dotting every square 
foot of brushy sandy soil. Loved the Female resting at the Stop sign -as if to say -I'm a guard -
Don't pass by me!! And the red inflated breasts were very apparent throughout the brush!  



 
I got a video of this guy making a huge display for a female flying overhead, but she stopped short 
of him & landed with a male just in front that was not paying any attention! Isn't that just the way!!  

 



 
A good example of the hugely inflated breast that the males use to attract the females & also a 
young juvenile, still covered in fluff!  

 



 
As we were leaving the island, we all got pulled into a drama involving this mother & baby! 
Somehow she was at the top of the cliff & the 2 young ones were several feet below her. They 
were making a heck of a racket & she just stood up there regally looking at them! As our dinghy 
pulled away, they made it up the rocks to join her. Amazing to us that they could clamber up those 
rocks!!! Nature is sure something else!  

 



 
We were also treated to a beautiful aerial demonstration as one frigrate tried to escape with a very 
large fish & kept dropping it. They were all swooping & diving & would grab it before it hit the 
water. Must have traded beaks 5 or 6 times while we were in sight! Never saw who finally won. 
Must have been the inspiration behind the Harry Potter's Quidditch games!!!  



 
Back on board the Tip Top III for our last time, they had a lovely breakfast waiting for us while they 
loaded our luggage to take over to Baltra.  



 



 
Our chef, Curly piloted our dinghy as we waved our last goodbye to the remaining crew on board. 
Blast! Was not quite ready for this part of the adventure to end!!!!  

 
Soon we were back to the little dock where we started!  



 



 



 
And on to the little airport to wait for our flight back to the mainland. We didn't have long to wait 
and we kept reminding ourselves that it was Christmas morning!!!  

 
Marv noticed that we could see the Sleeping Lion Rock formation where we snorkeled from our 
window on the plane! Too cool!!  



 
On the way back to Quito, we had a short landing (didn't get off the plane) in Guayaquil. It is the 
largest city in Ecuador -both area & population (2.7 million people). It is also the nation's main 
port. This is a view of the Guayas River, which is the National River that flows from the Andes. It is 
242 miles long & is pictured on the National Coat of Arms. It was overcast, so it looks a bit dreary, 
but supposed to be quite a bustling city. It's where Pepe lives.  

 



 
Soon we were back in beautiful green Quito. We noticed the Fire Truck sitting on the tarmac with 
it's Christmas ribbon on the front. Guess everyone wanted to get into the Christmas spirit!!!  



 
Once again, checking into this beautiful hotel was a piece of cake & within a couple of minutes 
after getting off the bus, we were assigned our rooms (we got a another suite -the one's that the 
Anderson's were in on the first visit). George & I went running up the stairs (5th floor room) ...... or 
at least made the first flight on a run, then realized that we were back at 9350' elevation & we 
made the final flights huffing & puffing!!!! Yipes! Galapagos to 9350' is pretty darn obvious!  



 
Pepe gave us a couple of hours to do whatever -I think some went shopping in a nearby local 
market. George & I relaxed & played on the computer. Started trying to think of how to reorganize 
to fly to Florida for dancing! Back to the "real world!!!" Then we met downstairs for a short drive to 
the Mindalae Museum for a visit & catered meal.  



 
We were guided through the different levels by an exuberant & knowledgeable young man who 
had willingly given up his Christmas Day to come & entertain us. He told us not to worry about 
him, he had already enjoyed one Christmas meal & would return home for another!  



 



 
What a delightful surprise experience. This 5 floor museum is a mix of historical, religious, 
agricultural, ethnic exhibits. Some of the examples of native dress reminded us of the fun folk 
dance we had attended in Cuzco. Speaking of Cuzco, not sure that I ever mentioned the reason 
for the different spellings of local cities, rivers, plants, etc. The official language of Peru & Ecuador 
is Spanish, however, Quechua is a local language spoken by millions in Peru & Ecuador (our 
guide Percy spoke it) and it was orginally a spoken language only. Consequently, when names 
are translated to writing, it is done by pronunciation -cusco or cuzco!  



 



 
One section of one floor was dedicated to an explanation of several native religious ceremonies. 
Reminded us of our Shaman experience in Cusco (or Cuzco???). Funny how the locals had 
combined ancient history & current technology in their ceremonies (horseshoe for luck and a 
champagne cork????). The blessing from our Shaman had included baking sprinkles!!! Too funny!  

 



 
Another section was all about textiles. From the hand woven original Panama Hat (George had 
lost his nice Tilly Hat at Lima Airport -we could buy him a hand woven Panama Hat for a little less 
that $1000 -NOPE!!!) to the lovely & elaborate woven materials for dress making. Unbelievably 
fine weaving.  



 



 



 
The last section was all musical instruments. Sorry that they are a little blurry. It was dark in the 
museum & my camera doesn't respond well in the dark. He demonstrated with several of them & 
Marilynn & I tried the xylophone type instrument. I was really impressed with the Armadillo violin!!  

 



 



 
Then they seated us for our last meal together. IT WAS FABULOUS! This museum is really not a 
restaurant, but for OAT, they cater a meal in their facility, giving us several choices. I had opted for 
the chicken (Yum Yum), but several had got this beautiful seafood combination that looked 
beautiful. And we ended with a lovely & gorgeous Christmas ice cream for dessert! The setting 
was really a fun way to end our time together. They had a lovely gift shop & several of us 
purchased some jewelry & other souvenoirs. Running out of time to spend money! Have to do it 
every chance we get! Ha Ha!!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Back at the hotel, we said some goodbyes. The group was splitting up, Black's, Feluk's, & Hurd's 
were heading back to the US late evening on Friday while Anderson's, Sovala's, & Wilson's (& 
Camilla) would leave early Friday morning on their post trip into the Andes. It's been a great 
group! Hated to break it up, but George & I were ready to go to Florida to get back to dancing!  
Down to the last day of the trip! Stay tuned for just one more episode!!!  
 
Lots of love,  

Pamela &George 
 



 
Subj:  Peru-Ecuador Adventure #17 -Quito to Plant City to Mesa  

Date:  1/13/2016  

Hi Guys,   
Well, we come to the end of this adventure! You won't see anything else from me until we go to 
Dubai in April! A vacation we are greatly anticipating -it should be a bit more relaxing -a 16 day 
cruise with 8 Sea days!  Anyway, enough chit chat -our final day in Ecuador was full to the brim. 
Pepe kept us running from hotel check out at 1pm until we boarded the plane at midnight!  
Let's go!!!  

 
After a relaxing night & late morning sleep, we started our final tour with Pepe & our small group of 
6! Enroute to the first stop, we passed this street sign & Pepe reminded us that Guayaquil 
celebrated it's independence from Spain on the 9th of October, 1820 after almost 300 years of 
colonization. Now that's a National Holiday for them.  



 



 
First official stop was a local market. This was a Saturday afternoon and of course it was the day 
after Christmas, so lots & lots of folks around & we were amazed at the selection of alcohol 
displayed! Lots of savory nuts & snacks for sale too.  

 



 
Turns out that the main part was closed of the market was closed as the shop owners participated 
in a "Christmas" parade. Hilarious mix of Biblical characters & local historical characters. See the 
lady in the black & red mini skirt? She represents a widow that is begging for monitory support. 
Apparently if she requests support & is ignored, the individual can be fined by the government!! 
Oh & check out the grilled plantains. Didn't try them, but they look pretty good!  



 
The Flower shops were in full force. Pepe stopped us at his favorite stand to explain that flowers 
are quite inexpensive in Ecuador -they are one of the world's largest exporters of fresh flowers. If 
he gave his wife a gift of nothing but flowers, he would be considered quite a cheap skate! The 
shop owner was busily tearing rose blooms apart & bagging them loosely. Pepe bought a bag of 



them. He told us that he baths in the rose petals for his eczema. Never heard of anything like this. 
I Googled it and sure enough, up came all kinds of health care claims about roses!! Who'd of 
thunk it?  

 



 
Next stop seemed to be an spur of the moment decision between Pepe & our bus driver. It was 
probably due to our harassing him about wanting icecream! There are really not a lot of "real" 
icecream shops in Peru or Ecuador. They consider that anything that is frozen is icecream. But we 
were lucky enough that the actual owner of this Ice Cream shop was there & he took the time to 
actually show us how he makes his icecream. Much like our manual ice cream maker, his was just 
a copper pan that was loosely placed on ice with rock salt on it. He stirred it in one direction & 
spun it in the other. Brought out a homemade blackberry syrup mixture to freeze. Looked simple 
enough!  



 
Pat & Tony both gave it a try. Seems that it was a bit more difficult than it looked when the 
professional did it!!  



 
The finished product was really really yummy!!! Combined the blackberry with one of the passion 
fruit flavors. There were several unusual fruits available in Ecuador -like something called banana 
passion fruit & tree tomato (mentioned it way back in Peru!). Tasted more like a really really good 
sherbet! Glad he had decided to stop!  



 
On our drive to the Equator museum, we all got tickled that we passed by a Tupperware 
warehouse!!! Wonder if they have Home Tupperware parties here? Just seems funny to think 
about it!  

 



 
Enroute to the Equator Museum, we passed Middle of the World City where the original placement 
of the equatorial line was placed in 1736 by the French Geodesic Mission. There is a monument 
there as well as restaurants & a park.  

 
After invention of the modern day GPS, this placement is considered to be 787.4' off the mark and 
this private museum, the Intinan now claims to actually cover the exact location. There is currently 
controversy over this placement also!  



 



 



 



 
Whether it is truly the equator or not, we all really really enjoyed our time here at this museum! 
They had lots of exhibits to look at & play with & we were all quite happy to think we were on the 
equator!  

 
I kept hoping to see hummingbirds & I finally caught a glimpse of one. Couldn't see him enough to 



really decide what kind he was, but heard him & there was no a doubt that he was a hummingbird 
although he was a bit larger than the one's I am used too. Don't think he was the Giant though.  

 
Since then, I have read that this is a tourist trick, but they moved this small sink of water to rest on 
the equator & to either side of it & showed us that on the equator it flowed straight down, on the 
north side it flowed in counter clock wise drain direction & on the south it flowed clockwise. Have 
no idea if or how it was faked -looked pretty darn real to us!  



 



 



 
Also got to try to balance an egg on the head of a nail right on the equator. See that darn smirk on 
Mr George Hurd's face? He sat it there in one swoop & it just sat like it had been glued! The rest 
of us tried & tried. Most of us finally got it, but George was clearly the "most balanced!"  



 
They gave us certificates to prove we had done it!!  

 
Next stop was to be a surprise! The original plan was to stop at a restaurant enroute to the airport. 
Because it was a holiday & the traffic was usually a mess, we were going to head there pretty 
early. None of us really minded, we were starting to think of heading back to the "real" world 
anyway. But Pepe had gotten an email from the home office & had given him a suggestion that he 
wanted to follow up! Even after we got back to old town & started uphill, none of us really had a 
clue what he had in mind.  



 
It took us over an hour to get up the hill -I think everyone in the city of Quito had decided to come 
up the hill to visit the Madonna! Remember the huge statute of Madonna with Wings on the top of 
hill overlooking Quito? They had decided that a visit there would be an exciting end to our visit. 
And it was! They hadn't anticipated the extreme traffic to get up there, so that delayed us a bunch. 
We were the first (maybe only) group to visit on the last day. Our folks that went on the post trip 
were supposed to have the same last day experience as us, but they didn't bring them up there 



(they went somewhere else instead, but I can't remember where).  

 
The views of the city were incredible! My camera wouldn't take a clear picture -something about 
the lights wouldn't let it focus. But it was gorgeous!!  

 



The area at the top was actually quite large, with booths selling food & souvenoirs. I tried to get a 
panoramic of the entire top area, with all the Christmas lights & the city behind, but you couldn't 
see much. It was certainly gorgous.  



 
Pepe spotted this little girl climbing up the wall from the street below! It was straight up! Really 
scary!! We watched her until she made it to the top. Never saw her parents!  



 



 



 
For a small fee (Pepe covered it for us), you could enter the Madonna & climb the circular stairs to 
the observation deck. We joined the line & made our way up. The view was lovely, but again, my 
camera wouldn't focus! Very annoying. Haven't checked with the others yet, so not sure if they got 
anything or not! But every level was decorated with religious artifacts.  

 



This is what the top level looked like. Interesting web of braces & walls!  

 
There was a restaurant up there, called Pimm's. Pepe considered having us eat there, it looked 
quite good, but very expensive & dinner was to be on our own tonight. He went & talked to 
management & since we didn't have a reservation, we would have had to wait quite a while for 
seating, so we elected to leave. We ended up driving straight on to the airport -we were all pretty 
hungry, & it was still lots of traffic down the hill, so once at the airport, Pepe guarded our luggage 
& we ate hamburgers (Ecuador style!!!) at TGIF!! We had gotten there after 9pm, & turned out we 
were the last ones served! They closed while we finished our meal! Uneventful check in -said our 
byes to Pepe to go through Security & easy flight back to the US! Landed in Houston for Customs 
& then our group split up too! George & I flew on to Florida & Black's & Feluk's on to Phoenix! We 
just missed all the thunderstorms & with no delays, we were on to our destination with early 
morning arrivals!  



 

 



George & I flew in to Tampa & Curt picked us up (with Joe Loetz riding shotgun as they had 
arrived for an early visit). He took us on to Tom & Rita Flannigan's. They weren't home from their 
Holiday visit to their kids! We had all day Sunday to unpack, wash clothes & take a nap before 
Tom & Rita got home & we enjoyed a reunion with them! Anyway, didn't take a single picture at 
their house, but we enjoyed it immensely! They have a lovely home & Rita & I even took a couple 
of walks around their neighborhood & George & I practiced in their clubhouse ballroom! Then the 
Worlock's weekend started & things were a blur! We taught 2 dances, Curt & Tammy taught 2 
dances, we danced the New Year in and just had a wonderful time!!!! Their new hall is 
AWESOME! Lovely floor, great sound, & room for everyone! Loved it!  

 
Time flew by -soon 2016 had been rung in and we were landing at the Phoenix airport on Jan 1, 
2016!!! Met at the airport by Tom & Marge & in 
no time we were in our RV & happy to be in our own bed!!! 
Hope you've enjoyed this adventure! We certainly did! One of the very best! 
Until the next time! Stay healthy & happy & enjoy this lovely beautiful wonderful world! 
 
Lots of love, 
 

Pamela &George  
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